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Editor’s Notes
Why Different Meanings?
Like Alice, accountants insist that 
words mean what we want them to 
mean. But today’s consumer of ac­
counting information will not be as 
naive and agreeable as the white 
rabbit. In the search for accounting 
principles disagreement on the 
meaning of words and phrases arose 
from the beginning.
Accountants boast that account­
ing is the language of business. Is 
one of the marks of a profession a 
jargon that only its practitioners 
understand? (Maybe we should say 
that accounting is the jargon of busi­
ness.)
As a field of activity expands, a 
need for new modes of expression 
arises. That need may be met by the 
development of new words or by ex­
panding the meaning of words 
already in use. Either course has its 
dangers; in one case that of not 
being understood, in the other being 
misunderstood. In accounting the 
need for clarification of terminology 
came with the growth of an old ac­
tivity. The second alternative was 
adopted and the threat of being mis­
understood became a reality.
Committee on Terminology. One 
of the first semantical discussions by 
accountants centered on the mean­
ing of principle. The Committee on 
Terminology divided on an appropri­
ate definition for the term. Some 
committee members contended that 
a principle was “A fundamental truth 
or proposition on which others may 
depend.” Other members contended 
that a principle was “A general law 
or rule adopted or professed as a 
guide to action.” Those opting for 
the latter meaning prevailed. Thus 
accounting principles became rules 
or guides to action.
The definition of an asset offers 
another example of the search for 
acceptable terminology. Ter­
minology Bulletin No. 1 defines an 
asset as “Something represented by 
a debit balance that is . . . properly 
carried forward upon a closing of the 
books of account . . .” In turn, a 
liability was “something represented 
by a credit balance that is . . . prop­
erly carried forward upon a closing 
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of books of account. . .’’Paragraph 
21 states “. . . a balance sheet may 
be defined as: A tabular statement or 
summary of balances (debit and 
credit) carried forward after . . . 
closing of books of account . . .” 
Confusing? Yes! Especially since 
economists were defining assets as 
items having economic value and 
liabilities as financial obligations. A 
dictionary of that time (1934) gave 
the definition of a balance sheet as a 
“statement made to show the true 
state of a particular business.”
As the users of financial state­
ments increased, many of the terms 
used came under fire. To the ac­
countant the term earned surplus 
meant earnings kept in the business. 
To the public the term surplus meant 
an excess, thus “earned surplus” 
became an excess created by earn­
ings. During the 1930’s economists 
advocated that businesses reinvest­
ing their surpluses would bring the 
country out of the depression. In 
most instances profits were already 
invested in inventories and fixed 
assets. If economists, trained in busi­
ness affairs, misunderstood our ter­
minology how much greater must 
have been the misunderstanding of 
the investor.
The use of the term reserve also 
caused misunderstanding. Many 
believed that the “Reserve for 
Depreciation” represented a cash 
reserve that could be used to replace 
fixed assets. Net Worth (used as the 
caption for the capital section) im­
plied the value of a firm.
The above are just a sampling of 
the accountant’s expansion of the 
meaning of words. Criticism forced 
the profession to change some of its 
terminology. In the process, earned 
surplus became retained earnings, 
net worth became owner’s equity, 
and reserves became allowances.
What about Today? Do today’s 
readers understand the statements? 
Not according to the article by Bar­
nett that begins on page 3. Are finan­
cial statements easy to read? Not ac­
cording to Holley in his article begin­
ning on page 9. Barnett’s study re­
ports that less than 50 percent of the 
readers perceive “fairly present” in 
the auditor’s report to mean what the 
accountants perceive it to mean, i.e., 
that the statements are fairly pre­
sented in accordance with GAAP. If 
accountants cannot agree on a set 
of GAAP, how are consumers ex­
pected to read the statements with 
any degree of confidence. Shouldn’t 
the term be deleted from the audi­
tor’s report?
Holley’s article reports that finan­
cial statements have not improved in 
readability over the past 30 years, 
and that they are dull and difficult to 
read when measured by the Flesch 
technique. Must the accounting pro­
fession continue to use a language 
that its members cannot agree on? 
Must we emulate the medical profes­
sion whose members write prescrip­
tions in Latin and the legal profes­
sion whose documents contain 
many Latin terms? The layman can­
not interpret the prescription nor 
understand many legal documents. 
Maybe accounting reports should be 
in Latin. Then the consumer would 
make no effort to understand, thus 
there would be a minimum of misun­
derstanding. (Imagine how the SEC 
and FTC would handle that one!)
A Ray of Sunshine. There are 
some rays of sunshine penetrating 
the clouds. No, we do not have new 
terminology bulletins. But parts of 
the profession no longer resemble 
the slinky that gracefully returns to 
its original form regardless of the 
efforts to change its shape. Constant 
pressure is making it difficult to 
return to its original stance.
The FASB exposure draft “The 
Elements of Financial Statements” 
gives new definitions for several 
basic terms. Assets are defined as 
future economic benefits and 
liabilities as financial obligations of 
an enterprise, definitions that prob­
ably closely correspond to those of 
consumers. Other terms defined are: 
owners’ equity, comprehensive in­
come, revenues, expenses, gains, 
and losses.
Accountants are recognizing the 
need for giving more consideration 
to the needs of consumers. No 
longer can we continue to give con­
sumers what we think that they 
ought to have!
Opinion. Unlike Alice, no longer 
can the terms mean what we want 
them to mean, unless we want them 
to mean what the consumer thinks 
that they mean.
The Audit Report Is 
Not Understood By 
Investors
The Form And Terminology Of The Report 
Should Be Changed
By Andrew H. Barnett, DBA
The recommendation of the AIC­
PA’s Commission on Auditor’s 
Responsibilities (Cohen Commis­
sion) for significant revision in the 
auditor’s report represents the most 
ambitious attempt to improve the 
communicative effectiveness of the 
auditor in over a quarter century. 
This article presents the results of an 
empirical study which partially sup­
ports the Commission’s recommen­
dations and provides insight that 
may increase the effectiveness of the 
report as a communication medium.
A questionnaire survey was con­
ducted of professional and non­
professional investors with the pri­
mary objective of measuring their 
understanding of the standard short­
form unqualified audit report cur­
rently in use1. Investors’ responses 
to each questionnaire item were 
analyzed to identify the meanings 
they assign to specific audit report 
terms and concepts. After a descrip­
tion of the nature of the survey, the 
results will be analyzed and the 
Cohen Commission’s conclusions 
will be evaluated in view of those 
results.
The Survey
A questionnaire was sent to a 
sample of professional and non­
professional investors who reside in 
Texas. The sample was randomly 
selected from a list containing ap­
proximately 47,000 investors. A total 
of 288 usable responses were 
received representing a response 
rate of 46 percent. One hundred 
eleven respondents were profes­
sional investors and 177 were non­
professionals.
The Respondent Profiled
Since the survey respondents in­
cluded only Texas residents, a com­
parison of a profile of these respon­
dents with information about all U.S. 
investors is useful as a frame of 
reference for discussion of the 
results. Compared to a 1974 Arthur 
Andersen & Company study [1974, p. 
XIV.] of a representative sample of 
U.S. shareholders, the Texas inves­
tors included in this study
1. are somewhat older (89 percent 
are over forty, vs. 78 percent); 
and,
2. are more highly educated (83 
percent have a bachelors 
degree or higher vs. only 41 
percent).
Furthermore, compared to a 1970 
New York Stock Exchange study of 
U.S. shareholders, the Texas inves­
tors
1. are also older (an average of 
53, vs. 47);
2. also have more education (only
36 percent of the U.S. group 
have at least a bachelors 
degree); and;
3. have much more money in­
vested in stocks. (A majority 
have over $50,000 invested, 
while a majority of U.S. inves­
tors had less than $10,000.)
Additional characteristics of the 
typical respondent are noteworthy. 
The person considers the annual re­
port as the most useful source of in­
formation for investment decisions 
and looks at the auditor’s report in­
cluded in annual reports of prospec­
tive investees before making an in­
vestment decision.
The Questionnaire
The questionnaire was pretested 
to improve its validity and reliability 
as a measure of investors’ audit re­
port knowledge. Fifteen questions 
were included in the questionnaire, 
using the following three selection 
criteria: (1) each of the items should 
require that respondents demon­
strate their knowledge of terms or 
concepts useful to the overall under­
standing of the auditor’s report; (2) 
the correctness of the keyed correct 
answer should be verifiable by 
reference to authoritative literature; 
and, (3) the breadth of the items 
should allow testing of all overall 
knowledge of audit report terms and 
concepts, while permitting the res­
pondent to complete the entire ques­
tionnaire in 30 minutes. Of the fifteen 
items, seven addressed the meaning 
of selected audit report terms, four 
concerned the auditor’s role and 
responsibility, and four dealt with 
relevant concepts not explicitly ad­
dressed in the report. The question­
naire also included a sample audit 
report so that all respondents would 
have an identical frame of reference. 
Results of the Study
Table 1 contains the percentage 
frequency of investors’ responses to 
each of the fifteen multiple choice 
questions. For each question, the 
correct choice is indicated, the con­
tent of the question is presented, and 
the percentage of each investor 
group responding to each answer 
choice is provided. The total of these 
percentages approximates 100 per­
cent for each question; any 
difference is due to rounding error. 
Some condensation of the questions 
has been made in the interest of con­
ciseness, but the substance of the 
question has not been affected.
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TABLE 1
PERCENTAGE OF RESPONSES BY INVESTOR CATEGORY,





1. The auditor’s opinion means that the auditor has made 
which one of the following conclusions?
A. That the statements are accurate and precise. 12.4 16.4
B. That the principles on which the statements are 
based are those which either best reflect the 
circumstances or are at least selected from among 
generally acceptable alternatives. 49.2 50.2
C. That the principles on which the statements are 
based represent those principles which best reflect 
the circumstances. 27.7 29.1
D. None of the above. 8.5 4.5
E. Don’t know. 2.3 —
2. Who is primarily responsible for assessing the fairness of 
statements which have been audited?
A. Management. 41.2 50.9
B. Auditor. 46.9 45.5
C. Stockholders of the company. 7.9 2.7
D. None of the above. 1.7 .9
E. Don’t know. 2.3 —
3. The auditor’s report usually covers which of the following 
A. All financial information in the company’s annual 
report, including financial statements, 
management’s summary of operations, and financial 
information in the president’s letter. 21.5 21.8
B. Only the financial statements, excluding the notes. 2.8 2.7
© Only the statements specifically mentioned in the 
report, including the notes. 72.3 75.5
D. None of the above. 1.1 —
E. Don’t know. 2.3 —
4. Which one of the following describes the meaning of the 
term “tests” as used in the auditor’s report?
A. The audit procedure of selecting for examination a 
sample of the records and other evidence, as 
opposed to examining all of the records and 
evidence. 79.1 76.4
B. The audit procedure used to verify the mathematical 
accuracy of the records. 2.8 6.4
C. The audit procedure of examining all accounts. 11.9 12.7
D. None of the above. 1.1 .9
E. Don’t know. 5.1 3.6
5. The clause “present fairly... in conformity with generally 
accepted accounting principles” means that:
A. In the auditor’s opinion, the financial statements are 
presented in accordance with GAAP, therefore, the 
presentation is fair. 19.2 10.9
B. The presentation is in accordance with GAAP and 
the presentation is fair. 34.5 30.9
© The presentation is in accordance with GAAP and 
the accounting principles have been applied fairly. 43.5 55.5
D. None of the above. 1.1 .9
E. Don’t know. 1.7 1.8
6. Which one of the following describes the relationship 
between “examination” and “audit”?
A. “Examination” means the same as “audit.” 33.9 33.6
© “Examination” implies a more detailed and more 
extensive investigation than “audit.” 14.7 20.0
Each of the items should 
require that respondents 
demonstrate their knowledge 
of terms or concepts useful to 
the overall understanding of 
the auditor’s report
Adequacy of Investors’ Report 
Knowledge
An analysis of Table 1 suggests 
that the overall level of audit report 
knowledge of both professional and 
nonprofessional investors may be in­
adequate. While the minimum 
satisfactory knowledge level is sub­
ject to debate, some presumed level 
is useful to this analysis. Using 65 
percent as a conservative minimum 
acceptable knowledge level, it can 
be observed that nonprofessional in­
vestors demonstrated adequate 
understanding with respect to four of 
the fifteen questions; and profes­
sionals, with respect to only three: 65 
percent or more nonprofessionals 
correctly answered questions three, 
four, eight, and thirteen; and, 65 per­
cent or more professionals correctly 
answered questions three, four, and 
eight. The two groups demonstrated 
surprising homogeneity. With the ex­
ception of question thirteen, accept­
able performance was demonstrated 
on identical questions. Even for 
question thirteen, the correct 
response percentages differed by 
less than four percentage points.
With respect to overall knowledge 
adequacy, the performance of both 
investor groups could be charac­
terized as equally inadequate. The 
average nonprofessional investor 
could answer only 50 percent of the 
questions correctly, while the 
average professional investor could 
answer only 51 percent correctly. 
The difference between the correct 
response percentages of the two 
groups is not statistically significant 
(prob. = .01).
By categorizing the fifteen test 
questions according to the three 
subject areas identified in a previous 
section, insight can be provided 
about specific areas of communica­
tion breakdown. This is the subject 
of the next section.
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With respect to overall 
knowledge adequacy both 
investor groups could be 
characterized as equally 
inadequate.
Specific Areas of Investors’ 
Audit Report Understanding 
and Misunderstanding
The audit report can be charac­
terized as an attempt to convey to 
users the nature and purpose of the 
auditors’ examination of financial 
statements and their conclusions 
about the extent to which the state­
ments are in compliance with estab­
lished quality criteria. Auditors need 
to know the extent to which intended 
users understand the nature of their 
examination and the quality criteria 
used. Specifically, auditors need to 
know whether users assign the same 
meanings to report terms and con­
cepts when interpreting it as audi­
tors do when they write it. In addi­
tion, the report does not explicitly 
address certain relevant aspects of 
the scope of the auditor’s examina­
tion and the nature of his opinion. 
The justification for exclusion of 
these aspects from the report must 
be that users possess a level of 
understanding that precludes the 
need for explicitly discussing these 
aspects. Consequently, user 
knowledge requirements with 
respect to the audit report, if the re­
port is to be an effective medium of 
communication, can be summarized 
as follows:
1. Users must know the meaning 
of technical report terminology;
2. Users must understand the au­
ditor’s role with respect to the 
financial statements being 
audited; and,
3. Users must have a certain level 
of prior knowledge of those 
concepts that are not 
specifically discussed in the 
audit report.
The questionnaire included three 
question categories that correspond 
to the three user knowledge criteria 
identified in the preceding 
paragraph. Again, these are as 
follows:
1. meaning of terms;
2. auditor’s role and responsibility
Table 1 (continued) NONa PROb
C. “Examination” implies a less detailed and less 
extensive investigation than “audit.” 43.5 40.9
D. None of the above. 2.3 2.7
E. Don’t know. 5.6 2.7
7. The phrase “generally accepted accounting principles” 
(GAAP) appears in the second paragraph of the auditor’s 
report. Which one of the following statements about such 
principles is correct?
A. All accounting principles which are “generally 
accepted” have been formally adopted by an 
authoritative body of the accounting profession. 31.6 35.5
B. GAAP assure comparability among financial 
statements of different companies by permitting the 
use of only one method of accounting for a particular 
transaction. 5.1 4.5
© GAAP include a range of alternative practices which 
sometimes makes possible the use of more than one 
method of accounting for a particular transaction. 57.1 60.0
None of the above. .6 —
E. Don’t know. 5.6 —
8. Which one of the following financial statements represents
a presentation of financial position? 
© Income statement. 1.1 1.8
B. Balance sheet. 76.3 75.5
C. Statement of changes in financial position. 13.6 11.8
D. None of the above. 5.6 8.2
E. Don’t know. 3.4 2.7
9. Generally, the date of the auditor’s report coincides with 
which of the following?
A. Balance sheet date. 29.4 37.3
B. Date of completion of all important audit procedures. 31.1 28.2
C. Date of transmittal of the report to the client 
company. 32.8 32.7
D. None of the above 1.1 —
E. Don’t know. 5.6 1.8
10. “Generally accepted auditing standards” refers to 
standards which have come into existence in which one of 
the following ways?
A. By being adopted and accepted by the membership
of the accounting profession. 36.7 46.4
B. By being required by the FASB. 20.9 13.6
C. By their general usage over a long period of time 
rather than formal adoption by the profession. 34.5 30.0
D. None of the above. .6 .9
E. Don’t know. 7.3 9.1
11. In the phrase “generally accepted accounting principles,
the term “principles” refers to which one of the following?
© A collection of interrelated conventions, rules, 
concepts and standards. 41.2 32.7
B. Fundamental truths which form the theoretical 
foundation upon which accounting theory and 
practice are based. 23.7 30.9
C. General guides to accounting for business activities. 28.8 30.0
D. None of the above. 1.7 —
E. Don’t know. 4.5 6.4
12. Which one of the following statements describes the 
auditor’s responsibility with respect to events occurring 
between the balance sheet date and the end of his 
examination?
A. He is fully responsible for such events and for 
applying generally accepted auditing standards 
through the end of his examination. 14.1 15.5
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Table 1 (continued) NONa PRO
B. He has no responsibility because this period will be 
included in the audit of the following year. 32.8 28.2
© He is responsible for performing a general review of 
such events. 46.9 51.8
D. None of the above. .6 .9
E. Don’t know. 5.6 3.6
13. Which one of the following correctly describes the auditor’s
responsibility for the detection of fraud?
A. Since compliance with generally accepted auditing 
standards should result in the detection of any 
material fraud, the auditor is responsible for such 
detection. 19.2 20.9
® Since compliance with generally accepted auditing 
standards will not necessarily result in the detection 
of material fraud, the auditor is responsible for 
detection of material fraud only to the extent that 
such detection would clearly result from compliance 
with auditing standards. 68.4 62.7
c. An audit in accordance with generally accepted 
auditing standards is designed primarily and 
specifically to detect any material fraud, thus the 
auditor is absolutely responsible for such detection. 5.6 12.7
D. None of the above. 1.1 2.7
E. Don’t know. 5.6 .9
14. Which one of the following statements about auditor
independence is true?
A. The independence standard requires that the auditor 
be elected by the stockholders of a company, and 
not directly appointed by the management, to insure 
the auditor’s independence from the company’s 
management. 40.7 38.2
® The independence standard is not violated by the 
payment of the auditor’s professional fee by the 
client because the auditor is engaged by the client 
as an independent contractor, not as an employee. 43.5 49.1
c. The independence standard allows the auditor to 
undertake an audit engagement and express an 
opinion on financial statements of a client although 
he is not independent, so long as he states in his 
report that he is not independent. 2.8 .9
D. None of the above. 7.3 5.5
E. Don’t know. 5.6 6.4
15. Which one of the statements describes the effect of internal
control measures on the auditor’s work?
A. The primary responsibility for the establishment of 
adequate measures for safeguarding assets, 
assuring accurate records, and encouraging 
adherence to policies is typically assumed by the 
auditor in an audit engagement. 5.1 16.4
B. While it is customary for the auditor to notify the 
client of any inadequacies in such measures, the 
measures do not have any significant effect on the 
auditor’s selection of audit procedures. 14.1 13.6
© Because the auditor’s selection of audit procedures 
depends partly upon the adequacy of such 
measures, the auditor must perform an investigation 
and evaluation of these measures. 49.7 40.9
D. If the client’s measures are inadequate, the auditor 
must disclose this fact in his report. 20.9 17.3
E. Don’t know. 10.2 11.8
limitations; and,
3. related concepts not 
specifically addressed in the 
report.
Tables 2 and 3 contain classifica­
tions of the questions according to 
these three topics for nonprofes­
sionals and professionals. Within 
each category, the questions are 
ranked from the highest to lowest 
percentage of respondents answer­
ing each correctly. In addition, a 
measure of overall performance in 
each category is provided by the 
average correct response percen­
tage for each category.
Meaning of terms. Seven test items 
dealt with technical report terms. 
Nonprofessionals most frequently 
misinterpreted the meaning of the 
term “examination.” While this term 
is synonymous with “audit,” in the 
context of the report, reference to 
Table 1 reveals that many nonprofes­
sionals (and professionals) believe 
that it implies a more extensive in­
vestigation than “audit.”
Professionals most frequently mis­
interpreted the term “principles.” Ap­
parently, many believe that account­
ing principles are part of a 
rigorously identified set of funda­
mental truths, although lower-order 
conventions and rules are also 
denoted as principles.
Two terms, “test” and “financial 
position,” are apparently adequately 
understood by nonprofessionals and 
professionals. Perhaps most signifi­
cant is that the groups recognize 
that the auditor relies on an ex­
amination of a sampling of audit evi­
dence and not on an exhaustive ex­
amination of all available evidence.
Not unexpectedly, the expression 
“present fairly ... in conformity with 
GAAP” was misinterpreted by a 
large proportion of both investor 
groups. Approximately one third of 
both groups favored the suggestion 
(choice B) that the auditor must 
render a dual opinion on conformity 
with GAAP and on fairness. Such 
misinterpretation is not surprising. 
Until 1975, little effort had been 
made by the AICPA, to explicitly in­
terpret the auditor’s responsibilities 
regarding this issue. In addition, evi­
dence exists that this attempt has not 
been a complete success.2 Further­
more, this dual-opinion interpreta­
tion has some support in at least two 
legal decisions that imposed upon 
auditors the responsibility to exer-
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cise individual judgment as to fair­
ness where generally accepted ac­
counting principles do not provide 
specific guidance.3
One interpretation of United States 
v. Simon, et al. (Continental Vend­
ing) is that the court required that 
auditors:
... must exercise individual 
judgment in areas in which no 
specific rules or prohibitions 
exist to determine that state­
ments are not misleading. But 
[the Court of Appeals] ap­
parently was not asking audi­
tors to judge individual rules or 
prohibitions that do exist. The 
Court was in effect asking audi­
tors to appraise the application 
of GAAP,... but was not asking 
auditors to appraise presenta­
tions based on their own private 
standards of fairness com­
pletely apart from GAAP. 
[Rosenfield and Lorensen, 
1974, p. 80]
In the author’s opinion, the court 
did not require that a standard of 
fairness be applied separately from a 
standard of conformity of existing 
GAAP, nor did it reject GAAP and 
substitute fairness. In essence, it 
agreed with the profession’s in­
terpretation of “present fairly, .. 
and, choice (C) best reflects this in­
terpretation.
Auditor’s role and responsibility. 
Four questions to which the inves­
tors replied related to the nature and 
limitations of the auditor’s role and 
responsibility with respect to his 
audit. Nonprofessionals adequately 
understand (1) that the audit scope is 
limited to financial statements that 
are specified and (2) the limits of au­
ditors’ responsibility for detecting 
fraud. It is significant, however, that 
about one-fifth of both groups 
believe that compliance with 
generally accepted auditing princi­
ples should result in material fraud 
detection.
Nonprofessionals demonstrate a 
marked difference in beliefs about 
the focus of primary responsibility 
for financial statement fairness. The 
number who believe such respon­
sibility is the auditor’s exceeds the 
number who believe it is manage­
ment’s. Professionals are also 
almost evenly divided on this ques­
tion. Apparently, the report should 
contain additional clarification with 
respect to the division of respon­
sibility for the statements.
TABLE 2 
NONPROFESSIONAL INVESTORS’ PERFORMANCE BY 
QUESTION CATEGORIES
Correct 
Item Description Question Response
by Categories Number Percentage
Meaning of terms:
Tests 4 79
Financial position 8 76
Generally accepted accounting principles
(gaap) 7 57
Present fairly ... in conformity with gaap 5 44
Principles 11 41
Generally accepted auditing standards 10 37
Examination 6 34
Category mean 53
Auditor’s role and responsibility:
Audit report scope 3 72
Fraud detection responsibility 13 68
Independence 14 43
Primary responsibility for statement fairness 2 41
Category mean 56
Related concepts not explicitly addressed:
Internal control significance 15 50
Nature of auditor’s conclusion 1 49
Subsequent events responsibility 12 47
Significance of report date 9 31
Category mean 44
TABLE 3 
PROFESSIONAL INVESTORS’ PERFORMANCE BY QUESTION 
CATEGORIES
Correct 
Item Description Question Response
by Categories Number Percentage
Meaning of terms:
Tests 4 76
Financial position 8 76
Generally accepted accounting principles
(gaap) 7 60
Present fairly ... in conformity with gaap 5 56




Auditor’s role and responsibility:
Audit report scope 3 76
Fraud detection responsibility 13 63
Primary responsibility for statement fairness 2 51
Independence 14 49
Category mean 60
Related concepts not specifically addressed:
Subsequent events responsibility 12 52
Nature of auditor’s conclusion 1 50
Internal control significance 15 41
Significance of report date 9 28
Category mean 43
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Implicit report concepts. The final 
category contains four questions 
about selected concepts not explicit 
in the report. If one accepts the 
premise that the four selected con­
cepts are relevant, it follows that 
their exclusion is based on the 
presumption that users already 
understand them and an explanation 
is not necessary. This presumption is 
apparently incorrect, however. None 
of these concepts were adequately 
understood. And, the category mean 
for these is substantially lower than 
that for the other two categories.
The Cohen Commission dis­
cussed many of the communicative 
aspects of the report addressed in 
this survey, along with others. The 
following section discusses the im­
plications of the results of this study 
for the Commission’s recommenda­
tions.
Implications for Cohen 
Commission
Recommendations
In its report, the Commission cited 
four communicative deficiencies of 
the present audit report for which the 
results of this study have particular 
relevance. One deficiency men­
tioned is that the lack of explicit dis­
cussion of certain intended 
messages in the report necessitates 
reader inferences that may be un­
warranted. An example specified by 
the Commission is the absence of a 
clear explanation that financial 
statements are the representations 
of management. This is the most 
plausible explanation for the fact 
that 47 percent of the nonprofes­
sional investors assign primary fi­
nancial statement responsibility to 
auditors while only 41 percent, to 
management. Additional empirical 
support for this alleged deficiency is 
provided by the investors’ apparent 
confusion about auditor independ­
ence; only 44 percent of the non­
professionals believe that the pay­
ment of the audit fee by the client 
does not violate the independence 
standard.
Another deficiency of the report 
that is cited by the Commission is the 
assignment of technical meanings to 
words that have different meanings 
in common usage. In essence, such 
practice is an attempt to change 
widely accepted language norms 
rather than operate within them. It 
would be much easier to employ ter­
minology with recognized meanings 
It would be much easier to 
employ terminology with 
recognized meanings rather 
than to attempt to create in the 
minds of users new meanings 
for old words
rather than to attempt to create in the 
minds of users new meanings for old 
words. One-way communication 
with widely dispersed receivers is 
tenuous at best, without complica­
tion by technical meaning assign­
ments. The survey results evidence 
the futility of this practice. Five of 
seven report terms and phrases were 
misunderstood by an unacceptable 
proportion of the respondents, in­
cluding “GAAP,” “present fairly ... 
in conformity with GAAP,” “princi­
ples,” “generally accepted auditing 
standards,” and “examination.”
A third criticism of the Commis­
sion is that the report does not in­
clude discussion of auditors’ respon­
sibilities that have been clarified or 
expanded subsequent to the last 
substantial revision. The respon­
dents demonstrated greater misun­
derstanding of the four implicit re­
port concepts as a group than to any 
of the other categories addressed in 
the survey. One example that the 
Commission gave was addressed in 
this study. It related to the auditor’s 
subsequent events responsibility. As 
shown in Table 1, approximately 30 
percent of the investors believed au­
ditors have no responsibility, while 
approximately 50 percent correctly 
described their responsibility.
Finally, the Commission discussed 
another deficiency to which the em­
pirical insight gained herein is rele­
vant. The suggestion is made that 
the standardization of the audit re­
port has conditioned readers to 
assign a meaning to the report form 
instead of, or in addition to, constit­
uent terminology. In the process of 
being conditioned to assign a mean­
ing to message form, users must first 
assign a meaning to the ter­
minology. If they initially misinterpret 
the meaning of that terminology, 
they will also misinterpret the mean­
ing of the form of the report.
The empirical evidence herein 
suggests that users assign unin­
tended meanings to the terminology 
of the audit report. Unintended 
meaning is, undoubtedly, also being 
assigned to the report form. Further­
more, through a conditioning pro­
cess, it is being engrained in the 
minds of users from the force of 
habit. The correct users’ misunder­
standings of the audit function with­
out changing both the terminology 
and form of the audit report would be 
very difficult. Consequently, a revi­
sion of the report may be unavoid­
able if the effectiveness of com­
munication with users is to be sig­
nificantly improved.
NOTES
1For purposes of this study, professional in­
vestors are defined as those persons who in­
vest or give investment advice as part of their 
employment; nonprofessional investors are 
those who are not employed to invest or ad­
vise.
2The auditing Standards Executive Com­
mittee, in Statement on Auditing Standards 
No. 5, attempted to clarify the meaning of 
“present fairly.” However, Kenneth I. 
Solomon, a member of the Committee, ob­
jected to paragraph nine of the statement 
because of his belief that it imposes an inde­
pendent fairness standard. Additionally, J. 
Herman Brasseau, another member, dis­
sented to the statement because he believed 
that it failed to alleviate the differences in 
conflicting interpretations. See Auditing 
Standards Executive Committee, Statement 
on Auditing Standards No. 5, p. 5.
3United States v. Simon, et al., 425 F.2d (2nd 
Cir. 1969); and, Herzfeld v. Laventhol, Krek­
stein, Horwath and Horwath, CCH Fed. Sec. L. 
Rep. 94, 574 (S.D.N.Y. 1974).
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Are Financial 
Statements Easy To 
Read?
Evaluating The Readability Of Corporate 
Annual Reports
By Charles L. Holley, CPA, DBA 
and James Early
Introduction
New guidelines for identifying the 
objectives of financial reporting 
have recently been issued by the Fi­
nancial Accounting Standards 
Board (FASB) in its Statement of Ac­
counting Concepts Number 1. This 
pronouncement recognized that fi­
nancial reporting should provide 
useful information to investors and 
creditors with primary emphasis on 
earnings. However, the FASB 
acknowledged that objectives are 
subject to environmental influences 
which may necessitate future 
changes in financial reporting. One 
of the major issues in the financial 
area is that of providing relevant, 
timely, understandable information 
in accordance with stated reporting 
objectives. The accounting dis­
cipline should assist in providing in­
formation which permits the users to 
effectively and efficiently assimilate 
the data and take appropriate action.
The objectives established for fi­
nancial reporting cannot be 
achieved when information lacks 
clarity, timeliness, comprehensive­
ness or manifests other significant 
deficiencies. The purpose of this 
study was to evaluate the readability 
of selected corporate annual reports 
according to specific criteria estab­
lished by the Flesch technique.1 The 
results of this study were compared 
with those compiled for 1948 and 
1961 to ascertain the extent to which 
annual reports, may have changed 
according to the Flesch approach. 
Corporate annual reports were 
selected for examination since they 
represent a basic communication 
media which should achieve the in­
tent of established reporting objec­
tives for varied users.
Background and Related 
Studies
Communicating the results of eco­
nomic transactions is a primary ob­
jective of accounting. Investors and 
various other parties have the right 
to certain information regarding bus­
iness entities. The prevailing eco­
nomic, social, legal and political en­
vironments interact and exert in­
fluences such that there are iden­
tifiable parties which have the right 
to information which can be initiated 
only by the involved firms. Attempts 
to define guidelines and objectives 
for effective communication of eco­
nomic information have been pre­
sented by numerous sources. The 
following sample statements reflect 
this basic concern for identifiable, 
attainable objectives for financial 
reporting.
The basic objective of finan­
cial statements is to provide in­
formation useful for making 
economic decisions. (Object­
ives 1973, p. 61)
An objective of financial 
statements is to serve primarily 
those users who have limited 
authority, ability, or resources 
to obtain information and who 
rely on financial statements as 
their principal source of infor­
mation about an enterprise’s 
economic activities. (Ibid)
The corporate annual report 
is primarily a report to 
stockholders. Its objective 
should be to service the infor­
mation needs of the 
stockholders in making ... in­
vestment decisions. (Stone, 
1967, p. 3317
Financial statements are the 
means by which the information 
accumulated and processed in 
financial accounting is 
periodically communicated to 
those who use it. They are 
designed to serve the needs of 
a variety of users, particularly 
owners and creditors ... Notes 
to the statements, which may 
explain headings, captions, or 
amounts in the statements or 
present information that cannot 
be expressed in money terms 
are an integral part of the state­
ments. (Basic Concepts, 1970, 
p. 67
The basic purpose of finan­
cial accounting and financial 
statements is to provide finan­
cial information about in­
dividual business enterprises 
that is useful in making eco­
nomic decisions ... General 
objectives determine the ap­
propriate content of financial 
accounting information. (Ibid, 
p.97
Certain qualities or charac­
teristics make financial infor­
mation useful. Providing infor­
mation that has each of these 
qualities is an objective of fi­
nancial accounting. These 
qualitative objectives are rele­
vance, understandability, 
verifiability, neutrality, timeli­
ness, comparability, and com­
pleteness. The objectives of fi­
nancial statements are at least 
partially achieved at present, 
although improvement is prob­
ably possible in connection 
with each of them. (Ibid, p. 10)
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However, as indicated by the 
following statement, any user of fi­
nancial information has certain 
responsibilities, as well as rights, as­
sociated with having access to the 
data.
The underlying determinant 
of adequacy of disclosure in 
published financial reports is 
their usefulness in making 
decisions, particularly with 
respect to investment prob­
lems. It is reasonable to assume 
that any recipient desirous of 
making effective use of a finan­
cial statement must be willing 
and competent to read it 
carefully and with discrimina­
tion. (AAA, 1957, p. 467
In a rapidly-changing, in­
creasingly-complex environment 
with influences being exercised by 
many self-interest groups, the finan­
cial community continually needs to 
justify its functions and to improve 
its services and products. The ques­
tion of whether annual reports effec­
tively communicate to investors and 
other parties, in accordance with es­
tablished objectives, is another 
manifestation of an increasing level 
of maturity within the corporate 
sphere.
In 1948, Pashalian applied the 
Flesch technique to the annual re­
ports of twenty-five companies in­
cluded in Business Week’s Billion 
Dollar Club. The results of that study 
indicated that annual reports were 
included in a general range of very 
difficult to difficult in terms of read­
ing ease and were measured as dull 
to mildly interesting in terms of 
human interest. Soper and Dolphin 
conducted a comparable study of 
the same twenty-five firms for the 
year 1961. One basis for their study 
was the statement: “It seems to be 
generally believed that corporate an­
nual reports are improving over time 
and that they are currently easier to 
read and more understandable than 
they once were.” (1964, p. 358) 
However, the results of their study in­
dicated that annual reports did not 
exhibit the assumed improvement 
but were becoming more difficult 
and less understandable in terms of 
the Flesch measurement scale.
Flesch Measurement 
Technique
In partially fulfilling the objective 
of responding to shareholders’ infor­
mational needs, an annual report 
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The content continues to 
require a relatively high level 
of technical ability and self 
motivation on the part of the 
reader
should provide data that is relevant 
and understandable to the recipient. 
In this study, the Flesch approach 
was applied to a sample of corporate 
annual reports in an attempt to 
measure certain characteristics re­
lated to readability. In order to 
achieve comparability, this research 
project was designed to parallel the 
two previously described studies. 
The Flesch formulas were initially 
developed to evaluate descriptive 
material with respect to two factors, 
reading ease and interest (Table 1 
and 2). [1948, p. 230] On a 100 point 
scale, reading ease can range from 
very difficult (0) to very easy (100). 
Also, on a 100 point scale, interest 
can range from dull (0) to dramatic 
(100).
TABLE 1
Pattern of Reading Ease Rating
Reading Ease Rating Description of Style
0 to 30 Very Difficult
31 to 50 Difficult
51 to 60 Fairly Difficult
61 to 70 Standard
71 to 80 Fairly Easy
81 to 90 Easy





























Samples of one hundred words 
each were selected in a consistent 
manner from every other page of the 
annual reports. The revised Flesch 
formula includes the following two 
factors in measuring reading ease: 
the number of syllables and the 
mean sentence length. In a relative 
sense, the fewer the number of sylla­
bles and the shorter the sentences, 
the greater the reading ease score. 
In measuring the reading interest 
element, the Flesch approach 
measures the frequency of personal 
words and personal sentences. The 
following formulas were designed by 
Flesch for conversion purposes. 
(1948, p. 230)
Reading ease = 206.835 — .846 
wl — 1.015 s1
Reading interest = 3.635 pw + 
.314 ps
wl = number of syllables per 100 
words
sl = mean sentence length 
pw = personal words 
ps = personal sentences 
A departure from the two earlier 
studies was experienced in that two 
annual reports were omitted from the 
present study. The reports of the New 
York Central Railroad and the Penn­
sylvania Railroad were omitted since 
these two companies had been 
merged into a firm which no longer 
exists as a separate entity.
Measurement Results and 
Interpretations
Table 3 and Exhibits I and II pre­
sent the results of the analyses of 
readability of the 23 annual reports 
after applying the Flesch conversion 
factors. Summarized data from the 
previous reviews are included for 
comparability. For the 15 years from 
1961 to 1976, the mean sentence 
length in the samples declined by 
1.69 words. This 8% decline in sen­
tence length considered alone 
would yield a higher (less difficult) 
reading ease rating. However, the 
mean number of syllables per 
hundred words increased by approx­
imately 8.65 or 5%. Due to the 
differential in the weight assigned in 
the Flesch formula, this increase in 
syllables was sufficient not only to 
offset the reduction in sentence 
length but to yield an overall decline 
in mean reading ease of 5.56. In rela­
tionship to the base year of 1961, this 
result represented a decline of 20% 
in reading ease. The mean reading 
ease ratings for 1961 and 1976 (28.61 
and 23.05 respectively) were both 
within the range described as very 
difficult on the scale. Only five of the 
annual reports for 1976 had ratings 
above 30 and the highest was 38 
(Safeway Stores). The adjusted read­
ing ease rating for the period 1948 to 
1961 had also declined from 34.13 
(difficult) to 28.61 (very difficult).
From 1961 to 1976, the weighted 
human interest ratings increased 
from a mean of 3.09 to 4.26 (approx­
imately 38%). As indicated in Table 
2, these ratings were in the dull 
category. Moreover, the value for 
1976 was slightly less than the mean 
of 4.39 in 1948. One of the dimen­
sions of the Flesch interest rating is 
the frequency of personal sentences. 
Only one of the annual reports for 
1976 had a value other than zero for 
this factor. Consequently, the in-
The inclusion of more 
technical material in annual 
reports is a manifestation of 




Reading Ease Ratings for 23 Corporate Annual reports As 
Measured by the Revised Flesch Readability Formula
Increase Increase
No. Corporate Annual Report 1948 (Decrease) 1961 (Decrease) 1976
1 Armour & Co. 43 (14) 29 6 35
2 B&O R.R. 44 (8) 36 (8) 28
3 AT&T 43 (4) 39 (10) 29
4 Bethlehem Steel 23 (2) 21 14 35
5 Chrysler Corporation 42 (17) 25 (9) 16
6 Con. Edison 39 (9) 30 1 31
7 DuPont 26 (1) 25 (2) 23
8 General Electric 26 (10) 16 0 16
9 General Motors 38 (12) 26 (18) 8
10 Gulf Oil 34 (5) 29 (14) 15
11 Montgomery Ward 43 (3) 40 (12) 28
12 Safeway Stores 28 10 38 0 38
13 Sante Fe R.R. 25 (14) 11 8 19
14 Sears, Roebuck and Co. 47 (12) 35 (3) 32
15 Socony-Mobil 33 (4) 29 (8) 21
16 Southern Pacific R.R. 26 (10) 16 1 17
17 Chevron 32 (6) 26 0 26
18 Amoco 35 7 42 (22) 20
19 Exxon 34 (10) 24 2 26
20 Swift & Co. 58 )15) 43 (21) 22
21 Texaco 32 (9) 23 (12) 11
22 Union Pacific R.R. 6 17 23 (6) 17
23 U.S. Steel 28 4 32 (15) 17
MEAN 34.13 (5.52) 28.61 (5.56) 23.05
terest rating was almost exclusively 
attributable to the frequency of per­
sonal words. Nine of the twenty-three 
reports had a rating of zero in the 
human interest category and only 
one report approached the rating de­
scribed as interesting. The modest, 
overall increase since 1961 in the 
reading interest factor for the sample 
of reports for 1976 may reflect some 
social awareness on the part of 
selected large corporations and/or 
some increased stockholder in­
fluence in the corporate realm. 
However, the results seem to support 
an intuitive assumption than annual 
reports may inherently not be very 
susceptible to ratings concerning 
human interest. For this criterion 
there was relatively little variability 
from one report to another. An exam­
ple of the personal orientation in the 
samples was found in the report of 
Marcor (Montgomery Ward). Several 
pages contained transcripts of ques­
tion and answer sessions conducted 
on college campuses. The Flesch 
human interest rating assigns cer­
tain weights to quoted material. The 
application of the sampling ap­
proach resulted in the inclusion of 
these passages although such direct 
quotations were atypical of the re­
ports in general.
Summary
The Flesch measurement of 
readability was applied to sample 
material contained in twenty-three 
corporate annual reports issued for 
1976. The results of the analyses 
based on the Flesch criteria for read­
ing ease and interest were compared 
with studies for the years 1961 and 
1948. The 1976 reports were
Annual reports were difficult 
to read, dull to mildly 
interesting in terms of human 
interest.
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NOTE
The mean number of syllables 
per one hundred words 
increased
classified in the lowest Flesch 
categories of technical/scientific 
(very difficult and dull). The inclu­
sion of more technical material in 
annual reports is a manifestation of 
an increasingly complex economic 
environment. Since the annual re­
port usually finds its largest au­
dience among stockholders, these 
recipients must be willing to devote 
the time and effort necessary to com­
prehend the content.
In recent years, the accounting 
profession has attempted to identify 
and resolve numerous problems re­
lated to the objectives of financial re­
porting. One of the principal issues 
has been that of identifying the pri­
mary users and their needs for finan­
cial information. Additional govern­
mental regulations, more extensive 
accounting pronouncements, and 
various consumer groups’ desires 
for additional information are only a 
few of the factors contributing to the 
complexity of financial reporting. 
This study has attempted in a con­
cise manner to inquire whether cer­
tain corporate annual reports have 
improved over three decades in pre­
senting information in an interesting, 
readable style.
Despite the frequent assertion that 
annual reports are often only a form 
of promotional or public relations 
media, the content continues to re­
quire a relatively high level of techni­
cal ability and self motivation on the 
part of the reader. If an objective of 
annual reports is to communicate 
with individual investors and other 
parties whose main source of infor­
mation is that provided by the busi­
ness enterprise through The Annual 
Report, perhaps a simplified, less 
comprehensive, more readable style 
should be considered as a second­
ary, supplementary reporting format 
The traditionally prepared annual re­
port could continue to serve its pres­
ent function in conjunction with their 
alternative of a less rigorous report 
available to certain users.Ω
1ln 1943, Rvdolph Flesch developed a 
statistical formula for measuring readability 
which has been widely applied to newspaper 
reports, advertising copy, government 
publications, adult education material, maga­
zine content, and childrens’ books. The tech­
nique was refined and modified by Flesch in 
1948 to reflect formulas for two basic 
measurements: reading ease and human in­
terest. The Flesch technique has also been 
the subject of several studies which have 
reaffirmed the validity of the measurements.
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Only a Few Are Appearing in Annual 
Reports
Frank A. Brown, MBA, CPA 
and Philip L. Kintzele, DBA, CPA
The inclusion of a Management 
Report in the annual report to 
shareholders is a fairly recent 
development in financial reporting. 
A Management Report usually in­
cludes an affirmation of the com­
pany of its responsibility for the fi­
nancial statements and frequently 
comments on such related matters 
as the adequacy of internal controls, 
the role of its audit committee and 
the role of the independent and inter­
nal auditors. This article discusses 
the developments which gave im­
petus to management reporting and 
to evaluate management reports 
which are included in the annual re­
port to shareholders for a broad 
range of publicly held companies.
BACKGROUND
The issuance of management re­
ports which cover internal account­
ing controls is a product of the grow­
ing interest in internal control which 
began in response to disclosures by 
many companies of questionable or 
illegal foreign payments. Congress 
passed the Foreign Corrupt Prac­
tices Act of 1977 as a means of at­
tempting to deter such payments by 
U.S. companies. The passage of the 
Act requires publicly held com­
panies to maintain an internal con­
trol system sufficient to provide 
reasonable assurance of meeting 
the various objectives specified in 
current accounting literature and to 
maintain accurate records. The ac­
counting provisions of the Act are in­
corporated into Section 13(b)(2) of 
the Securities Exchange Act.
COHEN COMMISSION
Management reporting on internal 
control was given additional impetus 
in 1978 when the “Report, Conclu­
sions, and Recommendations” 
(Cohen Commission) was issued. 
The Cohen Commission recom­
mended that a report by manage­
ment should be included in the finan­
cial statements, and that the audi­
tor’s traditional role be expanded to 
include a study and evaluation upon 
which to form a conclusion whether 
the controls over the major parts of 
the accounting system provided 
reasonable assurance that there 
were no material weaknesses. The 
independent auditor’s report would 
state whether the auditor concurred 
with management’s description of 
the system and controls. It further 
states that “The report by manage­
ment should separate clearly those 
items for which the auditor is accept­
ing some responsibility from those 
for which he is not and avoid purely 
subjective judgements designed to 
impress users with the quality of 
management.” [p. 77] The following 
is a summary of the suggestions for 
the content of the Management Re­
port based upon the recommenda­
tions of the Cohen Commission:
1. A statement by management of 
responsibility for the financial 
statements.
2. Assurances that the informa­
tion is presented in conformity 
with GAAP appropriate in the 
circumstances and that all 
material uncertainties have 
been appropriately accounted
for or disclosed.
3. An indication that legal 
counsel has been consulted 
regarding the accounting for 
or disclosure of legal matters 
and that those matters have 
been appropriately disclosed.
4. An assessment by manage­
ment of the accounting system 
and controls over it, including 
a description of the inherent 
limitations of control systems, 
and a description of the com­
pany’s response to weak­
nesses identified by the inde­
pendent auditor.
5. A description of the work of the 
company’s audit committee 
and its internal auditors.
FINANCIAL EXECUTIVES 
INSTITUTE
The Financial Executive Institute 
(FEI) Committee on Corporate Re­
porting endorsed the Cohen Com­
mission’s recommendation that fi­
nancial statements should include a 
Management Report. The FEI 
believed that the report would further 
public understanding of the roles of 
management and the outside audi­
tor. The FEI concluded that the man­
agement report should emphasize 
that the primary responsibility for fi­
nancial statements and representa­
tions related thereto rests with man­
agement and not the public accoun­
tant.
In 1978 the FEI issued a letter to its 
members that stated its committee’s 
conclusions as to the usefulness of 
the Management Report and in­
cluded possible suggestions as to 
the various subjects which should be 
considered for inclusion in the re­
port. One suggestion was that man­
agement make a statement that it is 
responsible for the preparation and 
presentation of financial statements 
in conformity with GAAP and that 
other financial information included 
in the annual report is consistent 
with that in the financial statements.
The letter also suggested that 
management recognize its respon­
sibility for maintaining a system of 
internal accounting control 
designed to provide reasonable 
assurance as to the integrity of the fi­
nancial records and the protection of 
assets. A summary statement was 
also suggested in which manage­
ment would state its overall assess­
ment of the effectiveness of the inter­
nal accounting control system.
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The FEI also suggested that a 
statement be included as to the 
responsibilities of the company’s 
board of directors and its independ­
ent audit committee. A statement as 
to the responsibility of these two 
respective bodies could include 
such matters as determining that 
management fulfills its responsibility 
in the preparation of financial state­
ments and the engagement of an in­
dependent public accountant. Man­
agement was also encouraged to 
consider including a statement to 
give assurance that the independent 
auditors had full and free access to 
meet with the audit committee, with­
out management present, to discuss 
the results of their examination, their 
opinions on the internal accounting 
controls, and the quality of financial 
reporting.
Other matters which might be dis­
cussed would include change in in­
dependent auditors, references to 
ethical and legal policies for 
domestic and international business 
activities, reference to the com­
pany’s social responsibilities, and a 
discussion of any significant uncer­
tainties included in the statements. 
The FEI’s letter also stated that the 
signature of the chief financial 
and/or the chief executive officers of 
the company might add stature to 
the Management Report.
AICPA’S REPORT BY 
MANAGEMENT — SPECIAL 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
This Committee of the AICPA con­
sisted of financial executives, attor­
neys and other users of financial in­
formation. Its report, issued in 1978, 
discussed the form and content of a 
report by management and recom­
mended that such a report include 
an assessment of the company’s 
system of internal accounting con­
trol and that the report on internal 
accounting controls should be 
limited to errors or irregularities that 





In 1979 the SEC issued proposed 
release No. 34-15772 in response to 
the internal control objectives 
specified in the Foreign Corrupt 
Practices Act. The Act provided that
— 
Exhibit I
Dimensions of The Management Responsibility Statement 
That Were Examined
I. Does management claim responsibility for the financial statements?
II. Does the statement mention the firm’s internal control and accounting 
system?
III. Are the firm’s policies and procedures conducive to good internal con­
trol and/or ethical business practices?
IV. Does the statement mention that the internal control system is 
monitored by the firm’s independent auditors?
V. Does that statement state that other information contained in the report 
is consistent with the financial statements?
VI. Are the financial statements prepared in conformity with generally ac­
cepted accounting principles?
VII.Does the firm have an audit committee comprised of non-management 
members?
VIII. Does the auditors (internal and independent) have free access to the 
audit committee?
IX. Is the statement signed?
companies would publicly report on 
whether their system of internal con­
trol met the specified objectives of 
the Act. The public reporting by man­
agement would begin with annual 
reports to shareholders and Form 10- 
K’s for fiscal years ending after 
December 15, 1979. The proposed 
rule would be implemented in two 
steps as follows:
Proposed Requirement for 1979 
(applicable to fiscal years ending 
after December 15, 1979 and before 
December 16, 1980)
A report by management stating:
(1) Management’s opinion on 
whether the system of internal 
accounting control of the com­
pany and its subsidiaries pro­
vided reasonable assurance 
that the objectives described 
in the Foreign Corrupt Prac­
tices Act have been achieved 
as of the latest year end, and
(2) A description of any material 
weaknesses in internal ac­
counting control which have 
been communicated by the in­
dependent auditors of the 
company or its subsidiaries 
which were not corrected and 
the reasons why they have not 
been corrected.
In the first year, there would be no 
additional procedures and no report 
by the independent auditors.
Proposed Requirement for 1980 
and Thereafter (applicable to fis­
cal years ending after December 
15, 1980)
1. A report by management 
which includes the same infor­
mation as the 1979 report; 
however, it must cover the full 
periods ending after December 
15, 1980 for which audited 
statements of income are pre­
sented.
2. An examination of the Man­
agement Report by indepen­
dent auditors and a report by 
the auditors giving their opin­
ion as to (a) whether manage­
ment’s representations regard­
ing internal accounting con­
trol are consistent with the 
results of management’s 
evaluation of its system and (b) 
whether such representations 
are reasonable with respect to 
transactions and assets in 
amounts which would be 
material when measured in 
relation to the company’s fi­
nancial statements.
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The SEC has announced that the 
proposed requirements would not be 
acted upon until early 1980 and the 
effective date would probably be 
mid-1980. Therefore, there is no re­
quired SEC public reporting on 
systems of internal control for calen­
dar year 1979.
Examination of 1978 Annual 
Reports
In order to determine the presence 
and content of Management Reports 
appearing in annual reports before 
such reports were required, 195 an­
nual reports for the 1978 fiscal year 
of a broad range of publicly held 
companies were obtained. The 30 
annual reports that contained Man­
agement Reports were examined 
regarding the dimensions appearing 
in Exhibit I.
Table I contains the results of the 
report examination for the first eight 
dimensions that appear in Exhibit I. 
All but one company’s management 
report claimed responsibility for the 
financial statements. In that case the 
Management Report was headed 
“Preparation of Financial State­
ments,” appeared next to the inde­
pendent auditors’ report, was 
worded similar to the other 29 Man­
agement Reports but never claimed 
responsibility for the financial state­
ments. “Management is responsible 
for the integrity of the financial data 
reported by the company” was typi­
cal of the wording used.
All but one Management Report 
briefly mentioned or described the 
internal control and accounting 
systems used by the companies. 
Twenty-four mentioned that the com­
pany had such policies and pro­
cedures that fostered good internal 
control and/or ethical business 
practices. One stated that the com­
pany’s policies and procedures are 
translated into numerous languages 
and distributed to its employees 
throughout the world. While it might 
be assumed that all of the indepen­
dent auditors of the 30 companies 
would monitor the internal control 
systems of the companies, only 20 so 
stated. Reports of eleven firms ex­
plicitly stated that other information 
contained in the annual report was 
consistent with the data in the finan­
cial statements.
With the exception of two com­
panies, all Management Reports 
stated that the financial statements 
were prepared in conformity with 
GAAP. Nineteen reports stated that 
the auditors (internal and external) 
had free access to the audit commit­
tee. The seventeen reports bearing 
signatures had a mixture of officers 
signing them. Nine independent 
auditing firms audited the 30 com­
panies having “management re­
ports.” No discernable pattern was 
noted between the dimensions in­
cluded or excluded in the Manage­
ment Reports and the auditing firm 
associated with the company.
The results of our study show that 
the Management Reports that ap­
peared in the annual reports would 
not be in compliance with the SEC 
proposed requirements and none 
specifically mentioned whether the 
company’s internal control system 
was adequate to comply with the 
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act. In no 
case was there an auditor’s report 
issued on the company’s manage­
ment report. The proposed SEC re­
quirement for 1980 and thereafter 
with regard to that issue requires 
that an opinion be given on (a) 
whether management’s representa­
tions regarding internal accounting 
control are consistent with the 
results of management’s evaluation 
of its system and (b) whether repre­
sentations are reasonable with 
respect to transactions and assets in 
amounts which would be material 
when measured in relation to the 
company’s financial statements.
The SEC gives no guidance on the 
question of what is “material when 
measured in relation to the com­
pany’s financial statements.” With­
out such guidance it will be difficult 
for auditors to conduct comparable 
audits on such Management Re­
ports.
CONCLUSION
This article has discussed the 
developments which have given im­
petus to the current status of man­
agement reporting in annual reports 
and evaluated the Management 
Reports that appeared in 30 annual 
reports out of a sample of 195.
Although the Cohen Commission, 
the FEI and the AICPA have all ad­
dressed the management reporting 
issue, it appears that the SEC will be 
the entity which will issue the report­
ing requirements on management 
reporting. Should the current SEC 
proposals be implemented the 
results of our study indicate that 
future Management Reports would 
change substantially from those ap­
pearing in 1978 annual reports. 11
Table I
Presence of Dimension Items I thru VIII
Item Present Absent
I. Responsibility claimed 29 1
II. Internal control and accounting systems 29 1
III. Policies and procedures 24 6
IV. CPA firm monitors internal control 20 10
V. Other information consistent 11 19
VI. Conformity with GAAP 28 2
VII. Audit Committee 30 0
VIII. Free access for auditors 19 11
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A Radio or 
Television Station In 
The Future?
A Guide To Broadcast Acquisitions
By Ruth H. Doumlele
A broadcasting station in your 
client’s future, or in your company’s 
acquisition plans? Then, good coun­
seling from the accountant is in 
order, because this highly 
specialized field has its own peculiar 
terminology, risks and challenges. 
Before negotiations are complete 
good brokerage, legal and engineer­
ing counsel must also be sought, but 
meanwhile the informed advice of an 
accountant can be invaluable.
An active market exists for broad­
cast licenses, as they are the only 
means an investor has to enter the 
broadcast industry. Their scarcity 
enhances the value of any property 
under consideration, and the field is 
crowded with many companies vying 
for the more choice properties.
The industry is regulated by the 
Federal Communications Commis­
sion (FCC) and all sales or transfers 
must be approved by this agency. 
Over 8,000 broadcast and telecast 
licenses have been granted by the 
FCC. In 1978 transactions totaling 
$651,728,398 were approved. Present 
FCC regulations limit ownership of 
broadcast properties to twenty-one, 
or seven television stations, seven 
FMs and seven AMs. Many proper­
ties go on the market through 
divestiture when two companies 
merge and must dispose of some of 
their properties, or when a company 
prospers and “trades up”, acquiring 
larger stations or stations in a larger 
market.
Assistance with the Purchase. Ex­
pert advice is necessary to guide the 
novice through the process of find­
ing a station which may be finan­
cially and geographically appealing. 
A broadcast broker’s function is 
similar to that of a real estate broker 
in soliciting listings of stations to be 
sold and seeking properties in 
specific locations desired by clients.
Engineering firms specialize in 
checking out the technical equip­
ment and the range of the signal. 
Some Washington, D.C. legal firms 
deal exclusively with the preparation 
and submissions of license applica­
tions to the FCC and with other legal 
aspects of compliance with the FCC. 
Commercial firms conduct seminars 
designed to assist prospective 
buyers. The National Association of 
Broadcasters also offers expert ad­
vice. The broker must be provided 
with information on the company’s 
background and reasons for 
purchasing.
In turn, arrangements will be made 
for a meeting with the present station 
owner for the prospective buyer to 
visit the station. In order to maintain 
employee morale and confiden­
tiality, the visit must be very discreet. 
General Considerations
Evaluation of Properties. The 
broker provides the prospective 
buyer with information on the 
market: size, population, and num­
bers of radio and TV stations, as well 
as statistical data on industry in the 
area, ethnic makeup and whether 
the metro market is growing or 
declining economically. The broker 
will offer comparisons of the AMs, 
FMs, daytimers, full time stations, 
UHF and VHF television stations. 
Other useful information includes 
the various formats being used by 
the stations, such as middle-of-the 
road, beautiful music, country, or 
rock, and how the stations have 
been rated in the audience surveys.
Technical considerations are im­
portant. A directional antenna, com­
pared with a nondirectional one, 
changes service patterns at night to 
prevent interference. Night broad­
casting may utilize skywaves while 
daytime broadcasting is dependent 
upon ground waves. There are four 
classes of amplitude modulation sta­
tions. A Class I, usually 50 kilowatts 
but never less than 10 kilowatts, 
serves large centers of population 
and rural areas, operating on a clear 
channel. A Class II is a secondary 
station on a clear channel, from 250 
watts to 50 kilowatts and serves a 
population center and adjacent rural 
areas. A Class III shares a regional 
channel with numerous similar sta­
tions of 500 watts to 5 kilowatts of 
power. A Class IV is on a local chan­
nel shared with similar stations with 
power of 1 kilowatt in the day and 
250 watts at night. AM stations oper­
ate in the lower frequencies from 
535-1605 kilohertz. Frequency 
modulation stations cover a higher 
portion of the radio spectrum, pro­
viding high fidelity broadcasting. A 
Class A FM has low power with a 
maximum of 3 kilowatts of effective 
radiated power. A Class B has a 
maximum of 50 kilowatts while a 
Class C has 100 kilowatts, Antenna 
heights are limited to 300 feet above 
average terrain for Class A, 500 feet 
for Class B and 2,000 feet for Class 
C. If the heights are greater, then 
power reduction is required but 
minimum power requirement must 
be met.
An active market exists for 
broadcast licenses, as they 
are the only means an investor 
has to enter the broadcast 
industry
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Many methods are employed 
to arrive at a realistic 
purchase price
Other Determinants. Many 
methods are employed to arrive at a 
realistic purchase price, such as 
multiples of gross revenues for the 
year, multiples of cumulative cash 
flow, and discounted cash flow. 
However, factors such as whether 
real estate is to be transferred or just 
a license is to be purchased make 
exact guidelines, applicable in all 
cases, unrealistic or impossible. The 
period of time under the present 
ownership is important. FCC rules 
require that stations owned less than 
three years may not be sold except 
under the “hardship condition.” That 
is, a profit may not be realized on 
this type of sale. The appraised 
value of a station may be defined as 
the price at which the station may be 
sold, assuming a willing buyer, a 
willing seller and the necessary time 
for completion of the transaction.
Negotiations. When the purchaser 
is satisfied with the market, likes the 
station, thinks the format is good, 
believes the network affiliation suit­
able, and deems the asking price 
within range, a preliminary offer is 
made. A letter should set forth the 
terms of the offer, provided that cer­
tain criteria are met.
The most important decision is 
whether the offer is made on the 
assets of the station or on the capital 
stock. If an asset arrangement is 
contemplated a broadcast appraiser 
can offer valuable assistance. Using 
the allocate value approach, 
replacement costs for all categories 
of assets, both tangible and intangi­
ble, are determined. Then an ap­
plicable factor is applied to deter­
mine the fair market value, which 
becomes the potential sales price. 
These values usually provide a sub­
stantial tax saving through deprecia­
tion deductions. A capital stock 
transaction might require a decision 
based on tax loss carry-forward, tax 
recapture based on depreciation 
taken, and/or the value of assets 
over liabilities.
The letter submitting the offer 
should request audited financial 
statements for the last five years, 
324’s (annual financial statements to 
the FCC) for the last three years, an 
unaudited financial statement for the 
period since the last audit, informa­
tion on all real estate and other prop­
erty owned, leases in force and 
whether assignable, and the number 
of employees and positions. Details 
of any Equal Employment Oppor­
tunity problems and union affiliation 
should be obtained. The current rate 
card should be examined to deter­
mine if the time sold is realistically 
priced and how it compares with 
other stations in the market.
In-depth examination of the 
accounting information is 
necessary
Financial and Legal 
Considerations
In-depth examination of the ac­
counting information is necessary. 
How many actual dollars were 
generated in sales? How much were 
trade sales? Is the station over or 
under staffed? Were there hidden 
promotional deals which might tend 
to inflate sales for a specific period? 
Were large amounts of money 
charged as management fees? Will 
the lease for the tower and transmit­
ter site expire shortly and require a 
costly relocation? Has the engineer­
ing consultant recommended 
replacement of existing equipment? 
Answers to these questions will help 
determine the amount of the final 
offer.
When tentative arrangements for 
financing have been made a non­
compete fee, which is compensation 
for the seller not to compete in the 
market for a specified number of 
years, may be offered. This may be 
paid in advance or on an annual 
basis and is considered ordinary in­
come to the recipient. This fee, and 
the purchase price, comprise the 
total consideration to be paid.
The purchaser must now examine 
various ways of paying for the sta­
tion, in order to meet the debt serv­
ice. Some sellers require cash but 
often a sale may be made on terms. 
To qualify for an installment sale the 
down payment, plus amounts 
received on the principal amount, 
cannot exceed 30% in the year of 
sale. Sometimes the contract will 
utilize a balloon payment at the end, 
in addition to the regular payments.
Final arrangements must be com­
patible with the cash flow require­
ments. For instance, must the station 
generate enough cash flow from the 
outset to pay for itself, in addition to 
other cash payments? Can it operate 
at a loss for a period of time in order 
to build up equity in a going con­
cern? Only the purchaser can decide 
whether an agreement is reasonable 
or feasible.
The purchase contract will state 
the terms of the sale and include an 
inventory of what is sold, as well as a 
security agreement, if one is necess­
ary. A deadline for submission to the 
FCC for approval is usually noted 
and there will be a stipulation that 
the transfer of control will not take 
place until the Commission has 
given its consent. Notice of the 
agreement to sell must be filed with 
the FCC by the licensee-seller.
The FCC Application. An applica­
tion for FCC approval for the license 
transfer is filed on a Form 314 for an 
asset sale and Form 315 for a stock 
sale. Two parts must be completed, 
one section by the assignor/seller 
and the other by the assignee/buyer. 
The seller must demonstrate that the 
station has been operated in a 
satisfactory manner. There must be a 
detailing of program, public service, 
news and commercial practices to 
prove that they conform to previous 
commitments to the FCC.
The assignee/buyer part of the ap­
plication is much more detailed. In­
formation on legal and financial 
qualifications, proposed program­
ming and commercial practices and 
plans for insuring equal employment 
opportunities to women and 
minorities must be provided.
Legal information required in­
cludes corporate structure, stock in­
terests and other media interests and 
citizenship of the stockholders. 
Biographical information, business 
interests and media activities of 
each principal must be included.
Proof of financial ability to pay the 
cash necessary at closing, the debt 
service and costs such as the sta­
tion’s operating expenses for the
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One must prove an in-depth 
knowledge of the area and its 
needs
first ninety days, are all detailed in 
the plan of financing. If a loan is 
necessary, a letter must be included 
stating that the loan will be made 
and the terms of payment, interest 
and any collateral required. Submis­
sion of a balance sheet helps dem­
onstrate financial stability of the 
purchaser.
An ascertainment of the com­
munity served by the broadcast sta­
tion is an essential part of the ap­
plication. One must prove an indepth 
knowledge of the area and its needs, 
and the planned programming serv­
ice must address itself to these 
needs, through community service 
programs, open for opinion time, and 
the like.
This ascertainment is ac­
complished through two procedures. 
First, an ascertainment of the 
general public is conducted to seek 
out information on the needs and 
problems from the community at 
large. Secondly, management level 
employees interview leaders who are 
representative of the area’s civic 
organizations, educational institu­
tions, fraternal and political associ­
ations and religious and business 
groups. From the material obtained 
in these interviews, a program is 
planned through public affairs, 
news, public service and other non­
entertainment material which res­
ponds to these needs and problems. 
Additionally, the station is commit­
ted to implementing the equal oppor­
tunity program which seeks out the 
employment and training of women 
and minorities.
Additional information must be 
provided as to the maximum com­
mercial announcements per hour 
planned, as well as the total hours 
and minutes of news to be dissemi­
nated weekly.
When all of this information has 
been compiled and edited into a 
suitable vehicle, the FCC attorney 
will then review the application and 
submit it to the FOG. During the next 
thirty days a petition to deny the 
license transfer may be filed by 
another party. If the application has 
been prepared properly and in a 
straightforward manner, and the re­
quirements fulfilled, the commission 
will review after the initial thirty days. 
If the workload of the commission is 
not excessive it is possible to receive 
approval, for a radio station, in about 
three months. For a television prop­
erty, the period of time will be con­
siderably longer.
Takeover time is usually at 
11:59 P.M.
The Takeover. After the FCC has 
granted the approval of the transfer 
of the license and the required wait­
ing period has elapsed, the time for 
closing is set. A number of docu­
ments will be exchanged, including 
payment to the seller. An attorney’s 
services will be invaluable here; s/he 
will know what is needed and will 
arrange for everything necessary to 
insure a smooth and rapid takeover.
Takeover time is usually 11:59 
P.M. in order to make prorations of 
income and expenses as simple as 
possible. Systems and procedures 
planned months before must now 
come to fruition.
Within thirty days the new owner 
must file an Ownership Report with 
the FCC as notification that s/he has 
assumed operation of the station. 
The property and the license to oper­
ate are now the responsibility of the 
buyer, who must seek and find a fine 
balance in conducting a prosperous 
business, serving the community 
and conforming to all the commit­
ments made to the Federal Com­
munications Commission. Ω
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Mississippi State University, a 
land-grant institution which 
offers undergraduate and gradu­
ate degrees through the doctor­
ate in numerous academic fields, 
consists of eight colleges and 
schools. Mississippi State is the 
largest university in the state 
with approximately 12,000 stu­
dents. Approximately 2,700 
degrees were awarded in 
1978-79.
Established in 1915, the Col­
lege of Business and Industry, is 
accredited by the AACSB at both 
the undergraduate and graduate 
levels.
The School of Accountancy is 
an autonomous unit of the Col­
lege of Business and Industry 
with The Director reporting to the 
Dean of the College. Initiated on 
July 1, 1979, succeeding an ac­
counting department that oper­
ated for over forty years, the 
School currently has approx­
imately 700 students and 12 full- 
time faculty members. The 
School offers the BPA and MPA 
degree and cooperates with the 
College of Business in offering 
the MBA and DBA degrees.
The Director should possess 
an appropriate doctorate degree 
and the Certified Public Accoun­
tant Certificate. Teaching ex­
perience is required; accounting 
practice or consulting ex­
perience is desirable.
Application and recommenda­
tions should be directed to:
W.A. Simmons, Professor of 
Accounting
P.O. Box 77
Mississippi State, MS 39762
An Equal Opportunity, Affirma­
tive Action Employer
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Let’s Dispel The 
Green Eyeshade 
Myth!
Why Are We Ignoring Accounting 
History?
By Linda M. Dykes, CPA 
and Karen H. Thornton, CPA
Introduction
The discipline of accounting 
possesses a rich heritage. This fact 
is not widely known by either the pro­
fession or the general public. In­
stead, accounting is viewed from the 
limited perspective of technical 
issues. A knowledge of its historical 
and philosophical development pro­
vides an additional dimension to ac­
counting both as a theoretical field 
of study and as a profession. This is 
usually unavailable to the majority of 
accountants.
An awareness of the accounting 
legacy may instill in the profession a 
degree of self-esteem which cur­
rently seems to be absent. Further­
more, even a brief exposure to a few 
highlights of accounting should in­
cite a curiosity and desire to know 
more about its background. The pur­
pose here is to address and consider 
the study of accounting history and 
the consequences of such study.
An Image Problem
The proposal to study history in 
order to enhance the image of ac­
counting is not an innovation. Henry 
Hatfield’s “An Historical Defense of 
Bookkeeping,” published in 1924, is 
a classic attempt to upgrade the 
public’s perception of the account­
ant and to dispel the green eyeshade 
myth. He tried to remove the stigma 
attached to accounting by showing 
that in its origin accounting is 
respectable and also academic. 
“Three elements, if not conclusively 
proving, at least presumptively es­
tablish, respectability. These are, 
first, parentage and lineage; second, 
the company one keeps; and, third, 
the services which one renders the 
community.” Hatfield’s development 
of these elements using historical 
and scholarly citations established 
an inspirational defense for the cre­
dentials of accounting. [Hatfield, 
1924]
The need for this upgrading still 
exists today. Law and medicine en­
joy a more prestigious public reputa­
tion, perhaps resulting from the cele­
brated ancient roots of those profes­
sions. However, anthropologists 
have established that the use of ac­
counting has accompanied the 
growth of civilizations. Accounting 
theory has provided the machinery 
and semantics for assessing and 
managing a culture’s welfare.
Accounting as a discipline in its 
own right existed several thousand 
years B.C. Activities of the Chaldean 
Babylonian Empire, which was a 
highly developed government as 
early as 4500 B.C., used accounting 
techniques both for taxation and 
commerce. This is one example from 
an accumulation of archeological 
evidence which shows the impor­
tance of accounting to the existence 
of a civilization.
Accounting suffers an image prob­
lem not only in the public’s eyes, but 
also in the eyes of the profession. 
The current disagreement over the 
need for professional schools of ac­
countancy indicates an image prob­
lem. Advocates of professional 
schools of accountancy believe that 
the schools will enhance the status 
of the profession. Others question 
whether the status does, in fact, need 
to be enhanced.
Surprisingly enough, accounting 
endures a misinterpretation within 
the halls of academia. A lack of 
understanding by other business 
disciplines about the heritage of ac­
counting fosters the idea of equality 
between accounting and bookkeep­
ing. Actually, accounting practices 
preceded the formal cultivation of 
other business disciplines. From 
earliest times accounting has been 
an integral part of management, 
marketing, and financial activities. A 
knowledge of accounting history 
would dispel the bookkeeping image 
and provide a pattern for the integra­
tion of accounting and other busi­
ness disciplines.
An Education Problem
Accounting students would 
benefit most from a study of account­
ing history. Intense concentration of 
curricula on technicalities causes 
a “can’t-see-the-forest-for-the-trees” 
effect. For instance, accounting stu­
dents memorize the mechanics of 
depreciation, often without under­
standing the basic underlying theo­
ry. An historical illustration provides 
the student with a balance between 
the theoretical and technical 
aspects. For example, an architect in 
ancient Rome modified the valuation 
of a wall by applying the concept of 
depreciation. He proposed that the 
wall’s cost should be reduced in 
each successive year by one 
eightieth, based on an estimation of
Understanding the purposes 
of accounting throughout its 
history provides an insight into 
just what accounting can do
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An awareness of the 
accountancy legacy may 
instill in the profession a 
degree of self-esteem which 
currently seems to be absent
an eighty year life. (Hendricksen, 
1970, p. 23) This is one of the oldest 
recorded theories of depreciation.
An exposure to accounting history 
would provide the novitiate account­
ing student with a respect for the 
subject. Many students select ac­
counting as a field of study for a 
practical reason: there are usually 
jobs available for accounting gradu­
ates. This practicality submerges the 
recognition of accounting as a 
scholarly and dignified endeavor. 
Historical enlightenment would ele­
vate the professional attitude of 
emerging practitioners.
More importantly, an interjection 
of historical information into the 
usual curricula may benefit the 
learning process. By discerning 
similarities in the past and the pres­
ent and by being cognizant of the 
historical continuum, the student 
might appreciate the maturation of 
accounting into its current state. 
Justification for many current con­
cepts may be found in historical 
circumstances.
A Limitation Problem
The limitations of accounting may 
be recognized through an aware­
ness of its past. These limitations 
may be viewed from two perspec­
tives — internal and external. Inter­
nal limitations reveal the boundaries 
for the capabilities of accounting. 
Understanding the purposes of ac­
counting throughout its history pro­
vides an insight into just what ac­
counting can do. For example, like 
America’s stock market crash in 
1929, spectacular English business 
failures in the early 1700’s led to 
public demand for better accounting 
verification. The crash of the South 
Seas Company stock, resulting from 
speculative trading, in 1720 caused 
a national financial crisis which was 
the impetus for the earliest known 
audit report. [Hasson, 1968, p. 86]
External limitations are restric­
tions imposed on accounting by its 
environment. For instance, ig­
norance of the legitimacy of ac­
counting as a profession may ac­
count for the lack of privileged com­
munications between accountants 
and clients under law as in the legal 
and medical professions.
An Exposure Problem
Most undergraduate and masters 
level accounting curricula omit any 
significant mention of accounting 
history. Study of accounting history 
is generally thought to be most ap­
propriate at the doctoral level. 
Perhaps a reason is the volume of 
detailed knowledge required of ac­
countants entering practice. The in­
tensity of this technical study 
precludes the allocation of time to 
historical and philosophical study. 
Accountants must be equipped to 
choose from many available alterna­
tives, the most appropriate generally 
accepted accounting principle for a 
particular situation. Furthermore, 
some areas such as leases and earn­
ings per share mandate extensive 
consideration of details for proper 
application. Thus there is not only a 
breadth, but also a depth of learning 
required.
Currently, practicing profes­
sionals suffer from the same lack of 
exposure to historical development. 
Professional literature rarely in­
cludes any treatment of accounting 
history. Professionals are so over­
whelmed by the pressures of prac­
tice and technical developments that 
they lose sight of the societal im­
plications. Undoubtedly, practi­
tioners would find historical articles 
a refreshing change.
The December, 1977 cover of The 
Journal of Accountancy showed a 
protrait of Pacioli. A majority of prac­
ticing accountants reading this 
periodical may not have recognized 
the portrait or the significance of this 
fifteenth century monk and scholar. 
Pacioli, who was an associate of 
Italian elites like Leonardo da Vinci, 
considered the methods of double­
entry bookkeeping in use at his time 
important enough to record in a 
book. His treatise, published in 1494, 
served as a model for accounting 
practice for four hundred years. Cer­
tainly The Journal of Accountancy 
article had a profound impression on 
those reading about Pacioli for the 
first time. The impact of an initial 
dose of accounting history should 
increase the readers’ desire for addi­
tional articles.
Summary and Conclusion
Consideration should be given to 
the following problems which may 
be benefited through the study of ac­
counting history.
1. Accounting has an image prob­
lem which was recognized as 
early as the time of Henry Hat­
field. The problem pervades 
three sectors—the public, 
academia, and the profession 
itself.
2. Presently, accounting educa­
tion places emphasis on tech­
nical and practical aspects of 
the discipline. Accounting stu­
dents are missing exposure to 
the development of the field.
3. There exist both internal and 
external accounting limitations 
which are frequently over­
looked or treated improperly.
4. Professional periodicals pre­
sent a myriad of technical sub­
jects while including little 
coverage of historical topics.
We believe an exposure to ac­
counting history would assist in 
minimizing these problems. Pri­
marily, the recognition of accounting 
as a legitimate profession and the 
quality of accounting education 
would be strengthened by an aware­
ness of history. It is our hope that the 
utilization of these ideas would aug­
ment the self-esteem of the profes­
sion and thereby ultimately benefit 
the recipients of accounting serv­
ices. Ω
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Assertiveness Not Aggressiveness Is 
The Key
By Margaret A. Prather 
and Paul A. Dierks, PhD.
An earlier article in The Woman 
CPA reported on a study of inter­
viewers recruiting Liberal Arts and 
Education majors at the University of 
Michigan “to determine the opinion 
of employers on how women were 
doing in employment interviews.” 
[Goodrich and Latack, 1976, p. 2] In 
that study, hereafter referred to as 
the Michigan study, the researchers 
wanted to know:
Are there any characteristics 
unique to women interviewees 
as a group? And are there any 
behavioral traits more common 
to women than men which are 
considered undersirable in an 
applicant and thus lower 
women applicants’ chances of 
being hired?
These concerns are also relevant 
for women majoring in accounting 
who are interviewing for positions 
with public accounting firms. Since 
little published information is avail­
able in this subject area, a study was 
undertaken among recruiters of Big 
Eight accounting firms in the Dallas, 
Texas area to determine what they 
observed in the interviews of women 
applicants in general, and if women 
behaved differently than men in 
these recruiting interviews.
The Michigan study was used as 
the basis for this,study, but a com­
bination questionnaire/structured in­
terview format was used instead of 
an open-ended questionnaire. The 
interview questions were open- 
ended to allow as much expression 
by the respondent as possible. Since 
many of the questions came from the 
Michigan study, some direct com­
parisons can be made with its 
results; however, questions that ap­
ply specifically to accounting were 
developed from other sources. 
Therefore, the following write-up of 
results will provide specific informa­
tion to female applicants for entry­
level accounting positions with CPA 
firms in addition to the general infor­
mation provided by the comparison 
of results with the Michigan study.
The first two interview questions 
explored career characteristics used 
by respondents in evaluating job ap­
plicants and asked a) whether men 
have traditionally shown greater 
strength in any of these charac­
teristics, and b) if women have 
shown any weaknesses in the same 
characteristics. Their purpose was 
to determine relative advantages or 
disadvantages facing women in their 
job search.
In general, the recruiters felt that 
women have been weak in ag- 
gressiveness/motivation/ambition 
and self-confidence. Some parallels 
can be found in the Michigan study 
results citing that “women lack ag­
gressiveness” and that women are 
“not good competitors.” However, 
respondents to our study felt this 
weakness stems from the socializa­
tion process and not to any inherent 
weakness in women. They felt these 
weaknesses stemmed from the fact 
that women have not been as heavily 
involved in situations where men 
have learned these behaviors. One 
recruiter suggested that aggressive­
ness and ambition are often learned 
by males participating in sporting 
activities and that women should 
therefore be encouraged to engage 
in competitive sports.
In order to determine how women 
perceive the requirements for suc­
cess in accounting, and further, to 
see if these perceptions are consist­
ent with what the firms are actually 
looking for, the recruiters were 
asked to identify those qualifications 
which women perceive as being 
necessary for success. A wide range 
of responses were received with in­
telligence, ambition, aggressive­
ness, assertiveness and self-confi­
dence all mentioned. In addition, 
several recruiters perceived women 
as feeling that they must be stronger 
than men and work harder in order to 
successfully compete. However, in 
direct contrast to the Michigan 
study, the recruiters felt that women 
realize they must be career-oriented 
and able to fit into the existing en­
vironment. A significant finding of 
the Michigan study was that “women 
think of first jobs rather than career 
paths and plan in terms of a few 
years rather than the long term.” All 
of the accounting recruiters thought 
that many women aspire to the same 
career goals as men. They believe 
most women map their future plans 
in a long term span, even though 
they may be planning a family at 
some point in the future. When com­
pared directly with men’s responses 
in this area, half the recruiters felt 
women were less career minded and 
less ambitious than men. Most rec­
ognized that in the past it was ex­
pected of men to devote their adult 
lives to work, whereas this expecta­
tion did not exist for women, and 
thus women used a shorter planning
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The recruiters felt that women 
have been weak in 
aggressiveness/motivation/ 
ambition and self-confidence.
horizon and did not aspire to the 
highest positions in the firm. 
However, the recruiters recognized 
that this is changing, feeling that 
women now make a definite career 
commitment, and family plans do not 
terminate that commitment.
Since relocation, travel, and over­
time are widely recognized aspects 
of public accounting, the recruiters 
were asked how women responded 
to questions about these factors, and 
if any differences occur in the 
responses between married women 
and single women. The purpose was 
not so much to determine whether 
travel and overtime were acceptable 
or nonacceptable, but rather to find 
out how women intend to handle 
these aspects of their jobs. The res­
pondents felt that all candidates 
realize overtime and travel are part 
of public accounting that most can­
didates, both male and female, are 
not sure of the impact of overtime 
and travel on their personal lives. 
Several accounting recruiters felt 
that men, especially married men, 
had as many problems with overtime 
and travel as women did, but the 
maturity of the individuals and their 
spouses were a more significant fac­
tor in dealing with these areas. Most 
felt single women have no more 
problems with overtime and travel 
than single men, and that married 
people in general experience more 
difficulty with overtime, travel and 
relocation than single people. 
Despite the fact that relocation is 
generally not a problem until the 
firms’ management level is reached, 
most recruiters felt that women still 
have considerable problems with 
relocation since they generally defer 
to their husband’s career. These 
results were generally consistent 
with those of the Michigan study.
No consistent answers were 
received when the accounting 
recruiters were asked to discuss 
areas of concern that women inquire 
about more frequently than men. 
One interesting comment made by 
respondents was that women show a 
tremendous amount of concern 
about equality, such as asking if they 
would be treated equally, will their 
advancement be limited because 
they are women, will they be 
assigned equally to jobs, and how 
women have fared in a particular of­
fice. The recruiters felt these were 
fair questions as long as the woman 
is genuinely concerned and is not 
using sex as a basis for seeking 
preferential treatment. Several 
recruiters replied that women inquire 
more frequently about training pro­
grams, overtime, travel, and the im­
pact which these might have on their 
personal lives. Also, it was generally 
agreed that women asked more 
detailed questions. Again, these 
results are in direct contrast with the 
Michigan study which found that 
women ‘‘often fail to research career 
progression in any organization” 
and ‘‘women interviewees only rarely 
asked about the potential problem of 
discrimination in advancement and 
in interpersonal relations.”
The accounting recruiters were 
asked if they found any significant 
difference between men and women 
in the area of nonverbal communica­
tion (i.e., nervous habits, body 
language). Most reported that 
women have better verbal and com­
munications skills and dress more 
appropriately for the interview than 
men do—results which concur with 
the Michigan study; however, that 
study reported that ‘‘women were 
more nervous and sometimes less 
confident”, while the present study 
found them to be more poised and 
articulate.
Women realize they must be 
career-oriented and able to fit 
into the existing environment
Comparison of Results with 
the Michigan Study.
This study’s conclusions on sev­
eral key areas of concern to women 
job applicants are in direct contrast 
with the Michigan study’s conclu­
sions. For example, the Michigan 
study observed that women tend to 
‘‘think of first jobs rather than career 
paths”, while in our study the 
recruiters felt women were clearly 
career oriented. However, in concur­
rence with the Michigan study, our 
results show that women’s career 
planning horizons tend to be shorter 
than men's. Also, the Michigan study 
observed that women were unaware 
of the potential problems of dis­
crimination in job advancement and 
interpersonal relations while in our 
study women applicants were taking 
a very direct approach in inquiring 
about these items during their inter­
views with large CPA firms. Another 
finding of the Michigan study was 
that marital status played a crucial 
role in some areas of the career deci­
sion but not in others. Relocation 
was found to have the most impact 
on the career decision with travel 
having some impact, but overtime 
did not present much of a problem. In 
this study married women as well as 
married men had problems with 
overtime and travel much more so 
than single persons, while marital 
status did appear to affect career 
decisions.
An explanation of these 
differences may be found in the rela­
tive ‘‘closeness’ of the community in 
which accounting job applicants ex­
ist, due to similarity in their chosen 
career paths as compared to the 
diversity of college majors repre­
sented by the recruiters in the 
Michigan study. Also, the fact that 
accounting is identifiable as a pro­
fession helps to consolidate the ac­
counting majors’ energies in seek­
ing information which would 
enhance their chances of achieving 
professional status. Thus, women 
accounting students are probably 
better able to ‘‘tune in” on the perti­
nent aspects of job interviewing 
through the experiences of their 
peers, who are also involved in the 
recruiting process.
Accounting-Oriented Results
With many women returning to 
school after several years’ absence 
from the job market, the question 
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was asked whether age is more of a 
factor for women than men. Several 
recruiters felt that women with heavy 
family responsibilities shied away 
from the large accounting firms 
because they were aware of the po­
tential conflicts between family de­
mands and the demands of a posi­
tion in public accounting. However, 
each recruiter emphatically stated 
that the presence of young children 
at home would not prevent a woman 
from obtaining a position with their 
firm or advancing within the 
organization. (The Michigan study 
did not ask a parallel age question.)
Women show a tremendous 
amount of concern about 
equality
The initial contact with each ac­
counting firm recruiter included a 
mail questionnaire which asked the 
respondent to rank the relative im­
portance of fifteen personal charac­
teristics which were developed from 
the University of Michigan study. 
(The list of characteristics appears 
in the first column of Table I.) 
Specifically, the recruiter was asked 
to rank the importance of these 
characteristics for all students seek­
ing entry level accounting positions 
in campus interviews as well as in 
the follow-up office interviews. While 
the mail questionnaire related to ap­
plicants in general, a second ques­
tionnaire completed at the start of 
the interview asked the recruiter to 
rank the five characteristics from the 
original list which were felt to be 
most important in evaluating a 
woman applicant after both inter­
views. These post-interview evalua­
tions were compared to a similar list­
ing from the Michigan study. The 
comparison of the replies to the mail 
questionnaire with those received to 
the office questionnaire and the 
Michigan study appear in Table I.
At first glance, the five most impor­
tant post-interview evaluation 
characteristics identified in this 
study and the Michigan study appear 
to be divergent (See columns 3 and 4 
in Table I.); however, closer ex­
amination reveals that there may be 
an explanation for the differences. 
For example, the accounting appli­
cant’s Self-confidence/assertive- 
ness (No. 3) is probably difficult to 
distinguish from the Aggressive- 
ness/motivation characteristic (No. 
9) selected in the Michigan Study. 
Also, the Accounting G.P.A. (No. 1) 
may be just a more specific quantita­
tive expression of Analytical Skills 
(No. 15).
The accounting recruiters were 
asked how they perceived the 
acceptability of women staff mem­
bers by their clients. Most recruiters 
said their firms had anticipated com­
plaints and adverse reactions when 
women were first assigned to clients, 
especially on out of town jobs; 
however, most firms reported that 
they have actually encountered very 
little resistance to the assignment of 
women staff members. The firms that 
experienced client problems have 
never removed a woman from an 
engagement for that reason. In fact, 
acceptance of women by clients is 
regarded as excellent, especially in 
publicly held corporations. Some 
small or closely held corporations 
have been a little more vocal in op­
position to women staff members, 
but the accounting firms have sup­
ported the women and it appears 
that no serious confrontations have 
occurred in this respect. A couple of 
recruiters reported that women man­
agers and partners still lacked some 
client acceptance, but this was 
rapidly disappearing. Two other 
recruiters perceived that women had 
an advantage over men in that they 
seemed to establish a rapport more 
quickly with the client than men do. 
Both felt that if a woman is intelligent 
and has a professional bearing she 
will experience less resistance than 
a man.
TABLE I
Ranking of Personal Characteristics
Accounting Firm Rankings Post-interview evaluation of
of all applicants women applicants
Univ. of Michigan
Campus Office Accounting Busi- 
ness/Government
Personal Characteristics Interviews Interviews Firms Representatives
Accounting G.P.A. 1 6 5
Overall G.P.A. 2 7
Self-confidence/assertiveness 3 1 1
Interpersonal skills 4 3 3 5
Intelligence 5 5 4 2
Involvement in professionally 
oriented outside activities 6 11
Involvement in social or campus ac­
tivities 7 12 2
Accounting related worn ex­
perience 8 8
Aggressiveness/motiva­
tion/ambition 9 2 3
Verbal skills 10 4 1
Non-accounting work experience 11 13
Knowledge of the firm in particular 




Analytical skills 15 10
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Professional women’s 
associations are seen as a 
good way for women to find 
role models as well as for 
developing leadership skills
The final question asked what ad­
vice the recruiter would give to the 
woman accounting student prepar­
ing to enter the job market on how 
she can enhance herself and her in­
terview skills and how to suc­
cessfully compete for public ac­
counting positions. There were many 
diverse answers to this question but 
several common items appeared. For 
example, accounting grades are im­
portant and every effort should be 
made to keep grades as high as 
possible; however, the student 
should not completely bury herself in 
accounting. Involvement in extracur­
ricular activities, especially in a 
leadership position, and accounting 
related work experience are also im­
portant. These are all tangible evi­
dence of intelligence and ability. As 
far as personal characteristics are 
concerned, knowing yourself, your 
goals, and having the self-confi­
dence and ability to describe them to 
someone else was stated by almost 
every recruiter. The development of 
an operating style, a presence or an 
air of bearing, is considered impor­
tant as long as the style fits the in­
dividual and her personality. Being 
honest, being able to express your­
self, and showing some ambition 
and motivation are also important. 
One recruiter felt women need to ex­
amine their ability to be assertive, to 
communicate to others their right to 
make reasonable requests and to be 
themselves without making excuses. 
He felt this is far more important than 
being aggressive, which is often 
viewed in the negative sense, 
especially when women are con­
cerned.
Finally, the opportunity was given 
to each recruiter to add any 
miscellaneous comments or conclu­
sions. All recruiters felt women per­
form as well as men in public ac­
counting. Several of them pointed 
out the critical need for an increase 
in role models for women while some 
of the recruiters felt women 
generally try to impress with their in­
tellectual ability when leadership 
skills are just as important, if not 
more so. Professional women’s as­
sociations are seen as a good way 
for women to find role models as well 
as for developing leadership skills. 
Once a woman’s confidence and 
ability level has been raised 
however, she should not be afraid to 
break into male dominated societies 
and clubs. Finally, the recruiters 
stressed that if the applicant 
assumes that she will receive fair 
treatment, has a professional at­
titude and bearing to show that fair 
treatment is deserved, then she will 
no doubt receive fair treatment.
Conclusion
Interviewing is a two-way street. 
Give and take is required on both 
sides. CPA firm recruiters should en­
courage women applicants in their 
interviewing while women appli­
cants must become more insightful 
of the interviewing process. 
Recruiters seeking qualified person­
nel interested in a career in account­
ing should advise applicants to arm 
themselves with technical ability, put 
on their best smile, believe in them­
selves, and treat recruiters as 
friends. Women job applicants 
should take this advice seriously, Ω
NOTE
The socialization process is defined as the 
process individuals experience in learning 
the roles society has established for them (i.e. 
male roles, female roles, etc.).
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Introducing 
Accounting 
Students To The 
Real World
Bringing Practitioners And Students 
Together
By Bill N. Schwartz, CPA, PhD.
Accounting practitioners and 
educators spend many hours en­
couraging students to enter the ac­
counting profession. Practitioners 
distribute brochures describing the 
profession’s and their firm’s many at­
tractive features. They deliver 
speeches and engage in discussions 
with student organizations. They 
also participate in advisory councils 
to offer suggestions for curriculum 
development and revision. In these 
and many other ways, practitioners 
contribute a great deal to helping 
students understand the career op­
portunities in accounting.
Educators encourage students to 
enter the accounting profession by 
stimulating interest in the subject 
matter within the classroom setting. 
Many of these efforts are concen­
trated in the introductory courses. In­
structors have used case studies, 
multi-media effects, game playing 
and simulations to generate 
enthusiasm and to expose students 
to real world problems. After several 
courses are completed, instructors 
have asked students to conduct 
audits of university activities and to 
role-play as auditors in management 
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games. Internships have been 
offered so that a select number of 
students can experience for a short 
period what accounting work is like. 
Educators also spend a great deal of 
time encouraging students in in­
dividual counseling sessions.
All of these approaches have been 
helpful but they have not answered 
the personal, individualized ques­
tions that concern many students. 
They want to know whether their per­
sonalities and temperaments will fit 
the accounting mold. They are also 
interested in learning more about 
what their work would be like on a 
day-to-day basis and about the op­
portunities in small as well as large 
organizations. They want to inquire 
about positions in private industry 
and not-for-profit areas in addition to 
public accounting. Students do not 
always have an accurate impression 
of the work environment in which ac­
countants operate yet they rarely see 
that environment before they accept 
their first positions. Some students 
actually think accountants wear eye 
shades and work under a hot lamp!
Educators may not be equipped to 
answer these questions though the 
answers may decide whether a stu­
dent pursues an accounting career. 
Practitioners are in the best position 
to help. They can offer the kind of 
specific information that students 
need and arrest many of the uncer­
tainties the students have felt. At the 
same time practitioners can de­
scribe their particular type of ac­
counting work so that students have 
a keener perspective of the many 
facets in the accounting profession. 
A method is needed to bring practi­
tioners and students together.
A Term Project
Recently a term project was 
developed that gives students an op­
portunity to speak with practitioners 
on an individual basis in the practi­
tioner’s work environment. The 
project gives students a better 
knowledge of the accounting profes­
sion at a stage when they are decid­
ing on a major. It also gives practi­
tioners an opportunity to explain 
what their work entails. In this man­
ner students can understand fully the 
various types of activities in which 
accountants are engaged. The 
project removes some of the miscon­
ceptions students may have had, 
allows practitioners to “get their sto­
ry across,” and encourages students 
to pursue an accounting career in 
the practitioner’s area of interest.
The project required students in a 
second semester intermediate ac­
counting class taught by the author 
(at California State University, North­
ridge) to conduct personal inter­
views with three individuals in the 
accounting profession; one in public 
accounting, one in private industry, 
and one in non-profit accounting. 
The students were required to pre­
pare a term paper analyzing the in­
terviews and relating the information 
they obtained to their own personal 
needs. The project was assigned in 
the intermediate course because in 
many cases this is the point when 
students solidify or change their 
career path.
The students selected the three in­
dividuals to interview but were given 
a set of instructions on how to make 
the selections. They were also given 
a questionnaire for the interviews 
consisting of four parts: family back­
ground, education, the job itself, and 
a review of the past and future for the 
person being interviewed. There 
were a total of thirty-eight ques­
tions.1 The students were allowed to 
All of these approaches have 
been helpful but they have not 
answered the personal, 
individualized questions that 
concern many students
add or delete questions, depending 
on the individuals they interviewed.
The interviews thus gave the stu­
dents an opportunity to learn a great 
deal about three accountants and 
the jobs they perform. They also en­
couraged the students to contact 
other practitioners for additional in­
formation, which a number of stu­
dents did. The students were able to 
obtain a great deal of information 
relating to their personal needs that 
they might not have been able to ob­
tain by any other means. Since the 
interviews were conducted at the ac­
countants’ offices the students were 
able to see what work conditions 
really were like. Thus the interviews 
assisted them in deciding whether 
they wanted to pursue accounting as 
a career.
Analyzing The Term Project
Although it was anticipated that 
the interviews would encourage stu­
dents to pursue an accounting 
career, there was no guarantee that 
they would react in that manner. 
Therefore, an experiment was con­
ducted to determine what effects the 
interviews had on the students. First, 
an additional class of second 
semester intermediate accounting 
students taught by the author but 
who had not conducted the inter­
views was chosen as a control group 
for comparative purposes. Both 
classes were treated identically in all 
respects, except for the interview 
project. The two groups were com­
pared in the following manner:
1. those who conducted the inter­
views (the experimental group) 
were compared with the control 
group in terms of a number of 
basic attributes to determine 
whether there were any signifi­
cant differences between the 
two groups,
2. the experimental group was 
compared to the control group 
in terms of their subsequent 
behavior to determine if any 
significant differences existed 
between the two groups.
Each of these comparisons are dis­
cussed in turn.
Comparing the Groups in Terms of 
Basic Attributes
The two groups were compared on 
the basis of four basic attributes; 1) 
age, 2) gender, 3) prior grade point 
average, and 4) class standing. The 
comparisons appear in Table 1.
The two groups appear to be quite 
similar. The mean ages differ by less 
than two years, 22.9 for the experi­
mental group, 24.7 for the control 
group. The breakdown between 
males and females is the same for 
both groups, 24 males and 6 females. 
The prior grade point averages are 
almost identical, 2.71 for the experi­
mental group, 2.74 for the control 
group. The class standings are very 
similar, too. Most of the students in 
both groups are juniors. Statistical 
tests confirm that the groups are not 
significantly different2 so that com­
parisons in terms of subsequent 
behavior were appropriate.
Effects of the Interviews
The semester after the interviews
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Attributes: Age, Gender, Prior Grade 
Point Average, and Class Standing
Age Means 22.9 24.7
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Males 24 24
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were conducted, the students in both 
groups followed various paths. It 
was assumed that these paths, in­
cluding their course selection as 
well as any other school-related ac­
tivities, were randomly chosen. Con­
sequently, to determine whether the 
interviews encouraged students to 
continue studying accounting 
and/or pursue an accounting career, 
their behavior was observed over the 
three semesters following the 
semester the interviews were con­
ducted. Specifically, five variables 
were considered: 1) joining the stu­
dent accounting association, 2) ap­
plying for the student internship pro­
gram, 3) establishing a job file at the 
Placement Office, 4) changing major 
fields of study, 5) subsequent grades 
in accounting.
Observations of the first three 
variables are presented in Table 2. 
Students in the experimental group 
were more interested in the student 
accounting association than those 
in the control group. Of the thirty stu­
dents in each group, 70 percent of 
the experimental group joined the 
association while only 40 percent 
joined from the control group. 
Almost all of those who joined did so 
immediately following the intermedi­
ate accounting course. The students 
in the experimental group appeared 
to be more interested in learning 
about the accounting profession 
than did those in the control group.
The students in the experimental 
group also were more interested in 
applying for the internship program 
than the students in the control 
group. Of the twenty-one students in 
the experimental group eligible for 
the internship 28.5 percent applied. 
Of the nineteen eligible in the control 
group only 10.5 percent applied. The 
students in the experimental group 
were also more interested in estab­
lishing files at the Placement Office. 
Of the twenty-six students in the ex­
perimental group, 81 percent estab­
lished files compared with only 55 
percent of the twenty-one students in 
the control group. Statistical tests 
confirmed the significance of the 
difference in proportions for joining 
the accounting association but did 
not for the internship due to the small 
number of individuals involved.3 The 
difference between the two groups in 
terms of job files at the Placement 
Office borders on significance.4
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TABLE 2 
EFFECTS OF THE 
INTERVIEWS 
Variables: Student Accounting 
Association, Internship Program 
Placement Office
Basis of Group
The change in major fields of 
study provides an interesting con­
trast in the behavior of the two 
groups. In the experimental group 
twenty-two students were majoring 
in accounting when the project was 
conducted, eight were majoring in 
other fields had switched to account­
ing. The control group behaved quite 
differently. In that group twenty-eight 
were majoring in accounting when 
the term project was conducted, two 
were majoring in other fields. Three 
semesters later five students had 
changed majors, four of those away 
from accounting!
To examine grades the mean 
grade point averages in accounting 
were calculated for each of the four 
semesters that were observed. Table 
3 presents the results.
TABLE 3
EFFECTS OF INTERVIEWS
Variable: Grades in Accounting
Semester 
Group
1 2 3 4
Experi­
mental 2.85 2.99 3.03 2.71
Control 2.83 2.81 2.71 2.87
Difference + .02 + .18 + .32 —.16
The experimental group outper­
formed the control group in each of 
the first three semesters. Thus, if stu­
dents perform better in courses in 
which they are interested, the experi­
mental group appears to have been 
more interested in accounting than 
the control group for those three 
semesters. It is possible that in the 
fourth semester the experimental 
group were anxious to graduate and 
enter the accounting world. As a 
result their grades suffered.
Conclusion
It appears the project ac­
complished its objective. It gave stu­
dents an opportunity to speak with 
practitioners on a one-to-one basis 
and to obtain a great deal of valu­
able information that will help them 
to evaluate accounting as a career 
choice. The project also exposed 
them to the work environment in 
which an accountant operates. The 
project encouraged students to con­
tinue with accounting. The group 
that conducted the interviews (the 
experimental group) indicated 
greater interest in accounting than a 
control group in a number of ways. 
The experimental group joined a stu­
dent accounting association, ap­
plied for an internship program, and 
established placement files in 
greater proportions than did the con­
trol group. Members of the experi­
mental group who changed majors 
changed to accounting, those who 
changed in the control group 
changed away from accounting. 
Finally, the experimental group 
earned higher grades in accounting 
than the control group for three 
semesters after the interviews were 
conducted.
To confirm the benefits of the in­
terviews a questionnaire was sent to 
all the accounting majors in the two 
groups shortly before the end of the 
fourth semester. The students were 
asked to indicate the importance of a 
number of factors that might have in­
fluenced their decision to pursue an 
accounting career. The factors were: 
aptitude tests, college accounting 
courses, college professors, friends, 
internships, the job market, parents, 
part-time work and the term project.
The two groups responded in a 
very similar fashion. Both groups 
listed the job market as the most im­
portant influence, college account­
ing courses second, college profes­
sors third, friends fifth and intern- 
The project gave students an 
opportunity to speak with 
practitioners on a one-to-one 
basis
ships eighth. The groups in­
terchanged parents and part-time 
work. The experimental group listed 
parents sixth and part-time work sev­
enth, the control group vice versa.
The experimental group listed the 
term project fourth. This is signifi­
cant particularly considering the 
questionnaire was distributed 
almost four semesters after the 
project was conducted. In addition 
the project was a discrete event 
while the students had continuous 
contact with the other three factors 
they listed as more important; the job 
market, college accounting courses 
and college professors.
The interview project appears to 
be a useful activity. However, the ap­
proach may require modification, 
particularly when it is conducted in a 
small community where fewer practi­
tioners are available. Several sug­
gestions might be offered. First, 
rather than interviews on a one-to- 
one basis, roundtable discussions in 
which three or four students can in­
terview a practitioner can be ar­
ranged. Students still should receive 
a great deal of valuable information 
without seriously depleting the num­
ber of practitioners able to partici­
pate. Second, the number of practi­
tioners each student interviews can 
be reduced. Possibly one in each of 
two areas of accounting would be 
sufficient. In addition, some method 
can be developed so that students 
can share information from each 
other’s experiences. Third, practi­
tioners can be encouraged to partic­
ipate by shortening the question­
naire. This will minimize the amount 
of time a practitioner devotes and 
improves the possibility he or she 
will be willing to repeat the ex­
perience with other students. Fourth, 
do not require the interviews during 
the period when public accountants 
are very busy (i.e., January through 
April). Consider requiring the inter­
views either in the first or second in­
termediate accounting course so






























that all accounting students have the 
opportunity to participate. The inter­
view project has sufficient flexibility 
so that the appropriate adjustments 
will allow it to be conducted most 
anywhere.
Implications
The interviews offer an excellent 
opportunity for practitioners to ex­
pose students to the real world. Prac­
titioners can be involved, and they 
will not have to leave their offices to 
do so. They can have the opportunity 
to interact with students on a per­
sonal basis and be able to help them 
a great deal. Practitioners also can 
explain to students what their partic­
ular area of accounting is all about 
and remove any misconceptions the 
students may have had. Thus practi­
tioners can promote their areas of 
accounting and assist students in 
the process.
Educators will be benefited, too. 
The interviews can give students ad­
ditional perspective about their 
studies and make their classroom 
experiences more meaningful to 
them. Students’ interest and perform­
ance can improve as well. Also, 
educators need not relinquish class 
time in order for the students to gain 
these benefits. All in all, the inter­
views can be beneficial to the practi­
tioner, the educator, the student and 
thus to the profession as a whole. Ω
CHAIRPERSON 
DEPARTMENT OF ACCOUNTING 
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON
Applications are invited for the position of Chairperson, Depart­
ment of Accounting, School of Business Administration. The 
department offers an undergraduate degree in accounting with 
emphasis on undergraduate teaching, service to a large MBA pro­
gram, and faculty research. Doctorate is desired but not essential. 
Teaching, research, and practical experience are other desired 
qualifications. The Chair teaches part-time and is expected to pro­
vide academic and administrative leadership.
Salary and Rank: Competitive, based on
qualifications
Deadline for applications: May 1, 1980
Submission to: Professor William Fry
Chair, Accounting Search
Committee
University of Dayton 
Dayton, OH 45469
An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.
ACCOUNTING POSITION.
NOTES
1Those interested in obtaining a set of in­
structions and a list of the questions need 
only write directly to the author.
2A Z Value of 1.61 was determined for the 
attribute, age. This is not significant at the .05 
level. For class standing the Kolmogorov- 
Smirnov test (Siegel, 1956) was used because 
the distribution was not normal. A K Value of 
7.0 was obtained which was not significant at 
the .05 level. No statistical tests appeared 
necessary for the attributes gender and prior 
grade point average.
3A Z Value of 2.33 was determined for the 
student accounting association which was 
significant at the .05 level. The Z Value of 1.42 
for the internship program was not significant 
at the .05 level.
4A Z Value of 1.95 was determined and is on 
the borderline of significance at the .05 level.
Bill N. Schwartz, CPA, PhD., is As­
sistant Professor of Accounting at 
Arizona State University. He is a 
member of various professional 
organizations and has had articles 
published in accounting journals.
The School of Business and Public Administration of the University of 
the Pacific, Stockton, California, (a private institution) has a tenure track 
position available for Fall, 1980, teaching undergraduate courses in Ac­
counting. Qualified applicants will possess either (1) Ph.D., D.B.A.,or ABD 
(active dissertation status), or (2) M.B.A./C.P.A. with five years public ac­
counting experience. Preference will be given to applicants primarily in­
terested in auditing. The University places primary emphasis on teaching 
ability.
Rank and salary commensurate with experience and qualifications.
Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Acrion Employer.
Please send letters 
of application and 
copy of vita to
Professor Sue Hinricks, 
School of Business and 
Public Administration, 
University of the Pacific, 
Stockton, CA 95211, 
tel. (209) 946-2476.
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The Financial Accounting Stand­
ards Board (FASB) broke new 
ground when it adopted a broad 
standard requiring disclosure of 
segment information in financial 
statements. After review of selected 
portions of that original standard, 
this article will summarize the subse­
quent changes which have been 
made to narrow the scope of the 
standard.
In adopting Statement No. 14 in 
December of 1976, the FASB re­
quired that business enterprises pro­
vide disclosures about enterprise 
operations in different industries, 
about foreign operations and export 
sales, and about major customers. 
The Statement originally required 
that these disclosures be included in 
all complete sets of financial state­
ments which present financial posi­
tion, results of operations and 
changes in financial position, 
whether the financial statements 
were for interim or for annual ac­
counting periods.
FASB No. 14 defines an industry 
segment as a component of a busi­
ness enterprise which is engaged in 
providing products or services pri­
marily to unaffiliated customers. The 
Statement provides guidelines for 
use in identifying reportable seg­
ments. Once such segments are iso­
lated, the Statement requires dis­
closure by segment of sales to 
unaffiliated customers and interseg­
ment sales, of operating profit or 
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loss, and of the carrying amount of 
identifiable assets. The Statement 
also requires disclosure of similar 
information if the enterprise has sub­
stantial operations in foreign coun­
tries or substantial amounts of ex­
port sales.
Even though the enterprise is not 
otherwise required to disclose infor­
mation related to segments or 
foreign operations, FASB No. 14 
does require disclosures of the 
amount of revenue from major 
customers. The statement defines a 
major customer as an entity from 
which the enterprise derives ten per­
cent or more of its revenue. Origi­
nally, revenue from sales to all 
domestic government agencies were 
to be aggregated and, if the aggre­
gate met the ten percent test, the ma­
jor customer disclosures were to be 
made. Similarly, revenues from sales 
to all foreign governments were to 
be aggregated to determine whether 
the foreign governments were to be 
considered a major customer.
After questions arose as to the ap­
plicability of Statement No. 14 to in­
terim periods, the FASB issued 
Statement No. 18 in November, 1977. 
FASB No. 18 eliminates any require­
ment to report information specified 
by FASB No. 14 in financial state­
ments for interim periods. If segment 
information is provided when not re­
quired, the provisions of Statement 
No. 14 govern.
In April of 1978, FASB Statement 
No. 21 was issued in response to 
concerns about the burdens placed 
on small or closely held businesses 
by the reporting provisions of certain 
statements. The effect of FASB No. 
21 is to suspend the provisions of 
FASB No. 14 and of Accounting Prin­
ciples Board Opinion No. 15, Earn­
ings per Share for the financial state­
ments of nonpublic enterprises, in­
cluding separate financial state­
ments of a subsidiary, corporate 
joint venture or other investee which 
meets the conditions specified in 
FASB No. 21. Due to the definition of 
nonpublic enterprises, certain 
mutual associations, co-operatives, 
and nonbusiness organizations are 
also exempted from segment and 
earnings per share reporting re­
quirements.
The scope of FASB No. 14 was 
reduced even further in December, 
1978, by the issuance of FASB No. 
24. FASB No. 24 deletes the require­
ment to disclose segment informa­
tion in the separate financial state­
ments of parent companies or affili­
ated companies if the separate state­
ments are presented in the consoli­
dated or combined financial reports 
of the parent or investor. In addition, 
segment information is no longer re­
quired for financial statements pre­
sented in the financial reports of 
nonpublic enterprises and for cer­
tain foreign investee companies. For 
this purpose, a foreign investee is an 
enterprise which is organized and 
domiciled in a foreign country and 
which has fifty percent or more of its 
voting stock owned by residents of a 
foreign country.
The most recent amendment to 
FASB No. 14 was issued in August of 
1979 and dealt with the definition of 
major customers. FASB Statement 
No. 30 eliminates the aggregation of 
domestic government agencies and 
of foreign governments for purposes 
of determining whether the ten per­
cent test is met and whether major 
customer disclosures are required. 
Henceforth, the federal government, 
a state or local government, or a 
foreign government shall each be 
considered a single customer.
FASB Statements No. 18, No. 21 
and No. 24 are effective retroactively 
to the date of FASB No. 14, which 
was effective for periods beginning 
after December 15, 1976. FASB No. 
30 is effective for fiscal years begin­
ning after December 15, 1979, with 
earlier application encouraged.
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In the three brief years since its 
issuance of Statement No. 14, the 
FASB has substantially reduced the 
breadth of the Statement’s coverage. 
It is important to realize that the 
earnings per share and segment re­
porting suspensions provided by 
Statement No. 21 will last until the 
FASB concludes whether certain in­
formation should be disclosed in re­
porting outside of the financial state­
ments and whether differential re­
porting provisions should apply to 
certain enterprises. Similarly, the 
ultimate disposition of segment dis­
closures in interim statements 
awaits the Board’s conclusions of 
the currently inactive interim finan­
cial reporting projects.
The Current Applicability of 
Reporting Requirements For 
Earnings Per Share and 
Segment Information
Exhibit I was prepared by 
BRADLEY J. SCHWIEGER, CPA, 
Ph.D. and RONALD E. CARLSON, 
CPA, Ph.D., Professors of Account­
ing at St. Cloud State University, St. 
Cloud, Minnesota. The decision tree 
reflects the status of FASB No. 18, 
No. 21, No. 24 and No. 30; however, 
FASB No. 30 does not appear per se 
as it applies only if FASB No. 14 is 
applicable.
APB Opinion No. 15 and FASB 
Statement No. 14 require most en­
terprises to report earnings per 
share and segment information in a 
full set of financial statements in ac­
cordance with generally accepted 
accounting principles. APB Opinion 
No. 15 and FASB Statement No. 14 
were amended by FASB Statement 
No. 21. FASB Statement No. 14 was 
again amended by FASB Statements 
No. 18, No. 24 and No. 30. Although 
the amendments by Statements No. 
18, No. 21 and No. 30 are applied 
quite easily, the same cannot be said 
for the amendment required by FASB 
Statement No. 24. The purpose of the 
decision tree below is to present the 
relevant questions and answers con­
cerning the application of these 
statements. Ω
NOTES
1lf APB No. 15 and/or FASB No. 14 do not 
apply and earnings per share or segment in­
formation is nevertheless provided, that infor­
mation should be presented in conformity 





A Brief History, 1965-1979
The Foundation began with a 
$100.00 contribution from Anne G. 
Francis, one of the founders of 
AWSCPA. This action was prompted 
by a recommendation of the 
AWSCPA Board to prepare an 
educational film. Such a project, 
along with funding of career 
literature required more money than 
either organization has available. 
Therefore, it was felt that there was a 
place for a non-profit foundation, 
donations to which would be tax­
deductible.
The first years of the Foundation 
saw enough money being donated to 
fund the cost of a career film in the 
amount of approximately $11,000. 
After that peak of interest, donations 
fell off sharply and a feeling grew 
that the name of the organization 
should be changed to include 
ASWA. There was considerable dis­
cussion and in 1975 the name was 
officially changed to the Educational 
Foundation of AWSCPA-ASWA. At 
the same time, the Foundation began 
a campaign to raise funds for a 
replacement career film.
In the meanwhile the Foundation 
was funding career literature
2FASB No. 21 defines a nonpublic en­
terprise as “an enterprise other than one (a) 
whose debt or equity securities trade in a 
public market on a foreign or domestic stock 
exchange or in the over-the-counter market 
(including securities quoted only locally or 
regionally) or (b) that is required to file finan­
cial statements with the Securities and Ex­
change Commission. An enterprise is no 
longer considered a non-public enterprise 
when its financial statements are issued in 
preparation for the sale of any class of 
securities in a public market.” 
published by both organizations, 
funding complimentary subscrip­
tions to The Woman CPA, funding 
member surveys to make data avail­
able regarding women in our field, 
and guaranteeing funds for paid 
banquet speakers.
Another major effort of the Foun­
dation are the Management Semi­
nars on the day preceding each 
Spring and Fall meeting. The first 
seminar had 36 in attendance, over­
subscribed from the 30 maximum 
that the leaders requested. The first 
seminars lost modest amounts of 
money but the Foundation felt that it 
was worth keeping the price 
nominal, in order to provide this 
service to our members. However, 
since the first few seminars the num­
bers have grown from 36 to 170.
Another big step forward for the 
Foundation was to fund a scholar­
ship for a recipient nominated 
through a chapter competition set up 
by ASWA. The first two scholarships 
were set at $1,000 each.
At the present time the Foundation 
is working on five-year, long-range, 
recommendations for funding from 
AWSCPA and ASWA. Ω
3The first numbers in the parentheses refer 
by number to FASB No. 18, No. 21 or No. 24 
and the second numbers refer to a numbered 
paragraph in the appropriate FASB State­
ment.
4The term “statements” refers to a com­
plete set of financial statements in accord­
ance with generally accepted accounting 
principles.
5FASB No. 14 does apply to consolidated or 
combined statements.
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“MANAGEMENT” SEMINAR
June 11, 1980 
Anchorage, Alaska 
Presented by The Educational 
Foundation
The art of management is getting 
things done through other people. 
Dr. Pamela Neuman will describe a 
number of useful tips to make sure 
that projects and engagements get 
managed successfully. The seminar 
will deal with the following topics:
How to manage your time and the 
time of others.
How to manage a management 
style.
How to communicate with other 
people.
How to manage your boss, your 
subordinates and yourself.
Dr. Neuman is Vice President of 
Professional Development at Marsh 
and McLennon, Inc. in New York. 
Before joining Marsh and McLen­
non, she was director of Manage­
ment Development and a manager of 
the Management Consulting Depart­
ment at Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and 
Company. Her responsibilities in­
cluded developing and teaching 
management education courses.
This seminar qualifies for eight 
hours of continuing education credit. 
For more information, contact 
Rebecca M. Lee, Poarch, Lee & 
Waldrep, P.A., Suite 214, 15 Office 
Park Circle, Birmingham, Alabama 
35223, office 205-879-5203, home 
205-988-3289.
Lee G. Smart
Union Planters National Bank 
67 Madison Avenue
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